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 Snap beans are the vegetable form of dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) with low fiber, 

stringless and round, succulent pods that are eaten in the immature stage. Seed companies 

commit significant resources to maintaining purity and uniformity of snap bean cultivars. While 

some variability may be introduced through outcrossing (beans are highly self-pollinated but 

occasional outcrosses do occur) and mechanical mixes of seed, mutation may also play a role. 

For traits such as pod cross-section (round vs. oval or flat), pod wall fiber and pod suture fiber 

(strings), reversions from the snap bean phenotype (round, low fiber, stringless) to the dry bean 

phenotype (oval or flat, high fiber, stringy) may occur. The reversions occur at many times the 

background mutation rate and are called “rogues” in the industry. Many cultivars, both 

commercially released and OSU bred show rogue traits and in the OSU breeding program, lines 

are grown out and inspected for off types every year. Among the rogue traits, strings and oval 

pods are of greatest concern. The reversions of round and stringless pods are of the most 

economically costly phenomena. In the past century scientists have studied snap bean pod traits, 

including suture strings, ovals and increased pod wall fiber per se. Results reported by 

researchers are in conflict regarding the heritability and gene models, including specific gene(s) 

controlling the phenotypic traits of interests. In addition, the advent of new molecular tools 

allows us to examine the reversion phenomenon at the molecular level. In the present study, 

three major approaches were used to get at the rogue question. First, we observed the inheritance 
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of traits of interest by collecting seed of 98 off type plants representing 11 cultivars and breeding 

lines. These plants were self-pollinated and grown and classified for phenotype over three 

generations. Results obtained from this study revealed that traits were initially segregating in 

every case, but families became increasingly fixed over time. However, observed segregation 

ratios failed to fit expected segregation ratios. In addition, some families that were nearly fixed 

still showed a few individuals of the opposite phenotype. From the selfing of individual plants, 

we saw skewed segregation ratios that did not fit previous published inheritance models, any 

classical Mendalian one or two gene models or the populations within varieties segregating in a 

similar manner. Analyzing phenotype data showed an association of string with low or 

moderately low fiber content, which is congruent with non-rogue fixed pods, while oval pods 

showed association to high or moderately high fiber content. The second avenue of research was 

to make controlled crosses to conduct tests of allelism and inheritance. The objective of 

inheritance crosses was to decipher the dominance-recessive relationships of strings and ovals. 

The test of allelism, by crossing two stringy off type plants was to determine if strings were 

controlled by the same or different loci in different genetic backgrounds. A test of inheritance, by 

crossing an off type to a parental plant (string by stringless), was made to shed light on the 

genetic model of the trait. Due to time limitations, only the first hybrid generation was grown, 

which revealed dominance for the stringless and round pod phenotype. The third research 

strategy was to initiate molecular analysis using genotyping by sequencing (GBS) of a pooled 

sample of stringless genotypes compared to a pooled set of stringy genotypes to find single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between the two groups that would suggest candidate gene(s) 

for string (or lack of string) formation. Ninety-six samples split into two genotype pools (stringy 

and stringless), both with low fiber content were sequenced. In the stringy pool 31,212 SNPs 

were initially found and 38,936 SNPs were found in the stringless pool. SNPs with low quality 

and probability, due to low read depth, and SNPs that did not have a high impact on the gene 

itself (high impact SNPs are those with altered start, stop or splice sites that change gene 

function) were removed. Forty-three SNPs in the stringless pool that differed from the reference 

genome and 41 in the stringy pool were annotated as candidate genomic regions of control. Due 

to the fact that off types within the same family showed a lack of homogeneity for the 

phenotypic data within varieties, the high impact polymorphisms could have been due to factors 

other than the trait of interest. None of our SNPs of interest were present in published candidate 
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genes for pod suture strings, fiber, or pod shattering, but novel areas of the genome were 

identified. Using our SNP data and putative candidate regions that have been identified, 

expression in these regions can be analyzed to further refine the list of potential candidate 

gene(s) controlling strings.  
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

Types of Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris 

 
 Common bean includes all Phaseolus vulgaris beans whether eaten as a grain crop or as a 

vegetable. There are three groups of P. vulgaris: dry, green shell and snap or green beans. Dry 

beans, such as kidney, navy and pinto beans, are harvested when the pods are full mature and 

then are subsequently shelled for the seeds that are consumed. Green shell beans, such as Haricot 

Vert types, are harvested when seeds are mature, but still have high moisture. Only the seeds, 

and not the pods are consumed. Green or snap beans are the only type for which pods are 

consumed along with the seeds. Furthermore, snap beans are bred for three different production 

use environments: fresh market, home garden and processing. There are overlapping 

characteristics between the snap bean classes, but there are significant differences especially 

between processing and fresh market types (Myers and Baggett, 1999; USDA, 1937).  

The snap bean pod, along with the immature seeds within, contains moderate amounts of 

fiber and nutrients such as folate, beta-carotene, Vitamin C and calcium (USDA, 2005). Most 

snap bean production takes place in North America and Europe. In Oregon, the snap bean is the 

state vegetable; in 2012, 90,000 tons were produced on 13,000 acres, grossing over twenty 

million dollars for both fresh and processed snap beans. Snap bean production in Oregon was 

ranked second in the nation, producing twenty-three percent of beans in the United States 

(USDA, 2014).  

 

What Are Rogue Pod Traits and Why Are They of Importance? 

 
 The Fabaceae or legume family has a reproductive organ, the legume pod, which has 

been bred for human consumption. Pods have been selected to contain reduced amounts of 

insoluble fibers, including the fiber in the pod walls and sutures of pods. Snap beans’ progenitors 

had pod walls and sutures with higher fiber content; this provided the seeds with protection 

against the environment as well as facilitating seed dispersal (Myers and Baggett, 1999). High 

fiber in the pod wall and sutures causes the pod to explosively dehisce, or shatter and throw their 

seed at maturity. The fiber has diagonal orientation within the pods walls which places the pod 

under tension and causes a rapid helical twisting when released.  
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 Dry beans were the original domesticate and snap beans are hypothesized to be a 

derivative of dry beans. There is little historical or archeological evidence on the derivation of 

snap beans from dry beans, so most of what we know comes from phylogenetic studies based on 

molecular markers (Myers and Baggett, 1999). The derivation of snap beans from dry beans is 

hypothesized to be a stepwise process. Initially, dry bean was derived from a wild progenitor of 

P. vulgaris. During its domestication, pod shatter was substantially reduced, but not eliminated 

through reduction of fiber. With the development of snap beans from dry beans, fiber in the pod 

walls and suture, or “string”, was almost completely eliminated (J.R. Myers, Personal 

Communication), which also had the effect of completely eliminating pod shatter. The exact role 

of suture strings in the shattering process is unknown, but absence of strings probably reduces 

shattering ability. The earliest mention of breeding snap bean was noted in Europe around 1542 

and by 1616 multiple snap bean varieties were mentioned (USDA, 1937). These early types had 

some pod wall fiber and possessed suture strings. In the 1880s, Americans started breeding for 

“stringless” pods and less fiber in pod walls (USDA, 1937). Calvin Keeney was the first to breed 

stringless snap beans in 1894 and this trait has been subsequently incorporated into most 

contemporary common bean varieties (Atkin, 1972).   

In the sequential derivation of snap beans from dry beans, probably the first trait altered 

was the reduction of pod wall fiber. Initially, farmers were consuming dry bean pods when very 

young and relatively fiber-free, but then found types where they could harvest more mature pods 

that remained relatively free of fiber. There would not necessarily have been changes in pod 

shape or elimination of suture strings at this point. The putative second trait in the domestication 

process was selection of thick pod wall variants from thin pod walls. This change would have 

been quite noticeable and would have been readily preserved. The final trait in the process was 

finding genetic variation for pod suture strings, and 

selecting for stringlessness. In the process of 

developing the modern snap bean, other pod traits 

have been modified, such as longer pods with round 

cross-section (Fig. 1) and seeds that are cylindrical in 

shape, as well as changes in interior and exterior color.  

 In snap bean, revertants from the snap bean 

phenotype to the dry bean phenotype occur at 

Figure 1. Round (left) and oval (right) 
pod cross-section in snap beans.!
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frequencies much higher than the background 

mutation rate. Many revertants are involved in pod 

wall fiber or pod suture strings. This reversion from 

low to high pod fiber is of a great economic 

consequence, because it affects the quality of the crop. 

Pod shape, oval, round or flat, has been anecdotally 

associated with pod wall fiber content. For snap 

beans that are processed, pods with round cross-

section shape (Figs. 1 and 2) are necessary for 

accurate grading into different sieve sizes for 

processing. Oval or flat pods will tend to group with 

round pods of younger physiological age in the 

cannery thereby reducing the quality of the particular 

grade of pods. When a stringy off-type occurs 

(reversion from stringlessness to stringy pods), 

the change is readily visible (Fig. 3) and 

reduces the sensory quality of the product.  

 Seed companies and processors have 

observed a reversion from low fiber pods to a 

higher fiber, including string and oval pod 

characteristics. The rate of occurrence varies 

among cultivars, with anecdotal evidence that 

the rate is higher in the Bush Blue Lake (BBL) 

type snap bean (the main type grown in 

Oregon). Other off-types affect maturity, plant 

architecture and growth habit, and color, but it is those that affect pod traits that are most serious. 

Varietal maintenance is a fact of life for seed companies and breeders alike for most crops. In 

snap beans, as much as $50,000 per cultivar per year will be spent to search for and remove 

“rogues”, or reverted pod types, from seed fields (JD!%^.=6Q4/=@!Harris Moran Seed Co., 

Personal Communication). In some cases, rogues may be the result of a mechanical seed mixture, 

or due to a chance outcross, but in most cases, oval pod shape and strings occur spontaneously in 

Figure 3. Strings in pod sutures; shown are 
processed pods of OSU 5630 BBL bean. 

Figure 2. Oval (left) and round (right) 
pods from a snap bean variety.  
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a seed lot where there has been no opportunity for an outcross or a mix. In general the reversion 

frequency for strings and ovals is several orders of magnitude higher than the normal mutation 

rate. Rates of spontaneous mutation in plants vary from locus to locus and very little 

documentation on the rate of the mutation exists in common bean. In Zea mays, the mean 

spontaneous mutation rate is 7.7 x 10 -5, but ranges from < 0.1 x 10-5 to 49.2 x 10-5 mutations per 

gamete for 8 maize loci (Drake et al., 1998). In three BBL varieties released from OSU (OSU 

5630, OR 54 and OR 91G), 23.5, 12.5 and 37.5 %, respectively of families had plants with 

reversions. Within these BBL families, the percentage of plants with strings varied from 0.47 to 

2.27 % (J.R. Myers, unpublished data). 

 It is important to note the P. vulgaris is a diploid inbreeding species with 11 sets of 

chromosomes (2n = 22). The outcrossing rate varies depending on environment but in temperate 

environments is less than two percent (Myers and Baggett, 1999). The genome size is 

approximately 521.1 Mega-bases (Mb) and contains 27,197 loci, which include 31,638 protein-

coding transcripts. Of these transcripts approximately 4,441 of them are alternatively spliced 

(Schumtz et al., 2014).  Understanding the cause of off-types may lead to strategies to reduce 

their occurrence and economic impact. In this study, we report preliminary results from studies 

on stringy and oval off-types recovered from existing cultivars and breeding lines. 

 

Pod Fiber and Reversion Theories 

 
 A snap bean pod, or legume as the fruit is described botanically consists of a single-

carpel– evolutionarily homologous to a folded leaf – having a dorsal (adaxial) suture and a 

ventral (abaxial) suture. Major vascular bundles containing both xylem and phloem are located 

internally from each suture. These bundles are overlain with a sheath of lignified, 

sclerenchymatous fiber cells, which are commonly called pod strings (Gepts & Myers, 2014; 

unpublished grant proposal). When the lignification of longitudinal vascular bundles, especially 

close to the suture, was suppressed genetically stringless podded varieties arose (Gepts, 1988).  

The appearance of strings as prominent vascular bundles along the wall (pod fiber) internally of 

capillary vascular bundles with lignified cell walls (pod suture) is similarly seen in edible green 

podded and shell peas, Pisum sativum. Stringless pods in peas are observed to still have tightly 
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packed vascular bundles in the two capillaries of the pod, however, their cell walls are not 

lignified (McGee, 1989). 

 Strings and pod wall fiber trait are different traits. The pod walls also contain vascular 

bundles and a fibrous, sclerenchymatous layer immediately internal to the pod wall vascular 

bundles. The fibrous layer is sometimes referred to as the parchment layer (Prakken, 1934). It is 

important to note that depending on the gene(s) involved, vascular bundles near the pod suture 

may be under independent genetic control from that of the general pod wall vascular bundles. On 

the other hand, Koinange et.al. (1996) found that pod wall fiber and suture vascular bundles can 

be expressed together but at separate times (co-segregation); also, through molecular work they 

found that the lack of pod suture fibers was closely linked or is the same gene for the lack of pod 

wall fiber.  

 In the past century scientists have studied snap bean pod traits, including suture strings, 

ovals and increased pod wall fiber per se (Table 1). Some of the results reported by these 

researchers are conflicting, regarding the heritability and gene models, including specific gene(s) 

controlling the phenotypic traits of interests. Varying results make it difficult to hypothesize an 

inheritance model for our experiments.  

Proposed Gene Models 

 The earliest models proposed by plant geneticists used Mendelian inheritance to explain 

the number of genes controlling the wall fiber or string. One of the first published works was 

Emerson (1904) who crossed multiple stringy to stringless podded varieties. In some crosses the 

F1 hybrids were completely stringless whereas some F1 hybrids were stringy. In the F2 generation, 

a 3:1 segregation ratio was observed and with no intermediate phenotypes when the F1 was 

stringless. In the F2 generation of the stringy F1 hybrids, an intermediate or partial string was 

observed as well (114 stringless to 80 partial to 78 stringy, which does not fit any known 

segregation ratio). In these populations, progeny for all three phenotype categories were self-

pollinated for another generation. Some of the stringless and stringy lines were fixed, however 

the rest segregated in the F3 generation. He was the first researcher to hypothesize a single gene 

model and theorized that a reversion of the gene to its recessive form of the stringy phenotype 

could occur (Emerson, 1904).  
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Table 1. Genetic Studies of Fiber in Pod Sutures or Strings in Snap Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris  
     

Reference Genomic Region 
Tissue Affected 
(suture/pod) Inheritance  Main results 

Emerson, 1904, 
1930 

n/a Both 1 gene model Stringless controlled by one dominant gene 

Tjebbes & 
Kooiman, 1922 

n/a Fiber 1 gene model Lack of pod wall fiber dominant to presence of 
fiber 

Wellensiek , 
1922 

n/a Both 1 gene model Stringless controlled by one dominant gene 

Joosten, 1927 n/a Suture  Different histology and phenotyping methods 
Currence, 1930 n/a Both 2 different gene 

models proposed  
Stringy controlled by 2 complementary dominant 
genes or stringless controlled by incomplete 
dominant gene with an inhibitory factors 

Lamprecht, 
1932; 1947; 
1961 

n/a Fiber major genes with 
modifiers 

Fa basic gene for pod membrane; Fb Fc 
supplementary genes for pod membrane. fa fb fc 
gives weak pod membrane; pod may be 
constricted; may give 9:7, 15:1, or 63:1 ratios  
Ia Ib parchmented vs. iaib tender pod. Flat or deep 
(elliptical cross-section) vs. round pod. 

Prakken, 1934 n/a Both 1 gene model Stringless controlled by one dominant gene 
F2 segregation ratios: 15:1 (stringless to stringy). 
(To): cell wall pod fiber 

Wade & 
Zaumeyer, 1934 

n/a Both 2 different gene 
models proposed 

Stringless controlled by 2 complementary dominant 
genes or stringless controlled by 2 codominant 
genes 
F2 segregation ratios: 9:7  (stringless to stringy) 

Drijfout, 1970, 
1978 

n/a Suture 2 independent 
genes 

1 dominant w/o temperature effect; 1 dominant w/ 
stronger expression of strings at higher 
temperatures. Named genes St and Ts. 

Atkin, 1972 n/a Both 1 gene model Stringless controlled by one dominant gene and 
modifiers control expression; F1  all stringless; F2  
segregation ratios: 3:1 (stringless to stringy); F3  
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Table 1. Genetic Studies of Fiber in Pod Sutures or Strings in Snap Bean, Phaseolus vulgaris  
     

Reference Genomic Region 
Tissue Affected 
(suture/pod) Inheritance  Main results 

segregation ratios: 1:2:1 (stringless: segregating : 
stringy) 

Koinange et al, 
1996 

Marker on Pv02 Both 1 marker found 
linked to a 
phenotypic trait  

Pod suture fiber (strings) controlled by one gene 
(St) and may be linked or the same gene as lack of 
wall fiber  

Nanni et al, 
2011 

on Pv06 Suture 1 candidate gene Single candidate gene (PvSHP) of ~1500 bps, 
found to be a homologue to SHATTERPROOF in 
Arabidopsis belonging to the MADS-box gene 
family  

Gioia et al, 2012 Marker on Pv02 Suture  1 candidate gene  Single candidate gene (PvIND) found to be a 
homologue to INDEHISENCE in Arabidopsis 
mapped near the (St) marker (Koinange et al, 1996) 
and may be linked to unidentified regulatory 
elements due to the lack of polymorphism in the 
candidate gene 

Hagerty, 2013 Markers on Pv02, 
Pv04 

Suture & pod fiber QTL QTL on Pv02 aligns with St as reported by 
Koinange et al., 1996; Pv04 QTL affects pod wall 
fiber but not suture fiber. 

Davis et al., 
2014 

Markers on Pv06 Both QTL Major QTL co aligns with QTL affecting pod size, 
shape & color. Non Mendelian segregation ratio for 
strings. 
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 Wellensiek (1922) studied three populations created by crossing the same stringy 

cultivar, Wagenaar, to three different stringless varieties. The F1 hybrids of all three 

crosses were stringless and in the F2, all three populations when pooled exhibited a 

segregation 3:1 ratio of 136 stringless to 55 stringy plants. Wellensiek did not phenotype 

intermediates but still concluded that stringlessness was due to a single dominant gene, 

confirming Emerson’s hypothesis (Wellensiek, 1922).  

 Arriving at a similar result, Currence (1930) tried classifying the intermediate or 

partial strings by measuring the sclerenchymatic fibers in the sheath of sectioned, stained 

and microscopically imaged pods. Plants with less that 0.005 mm2 were considered 

stringless and over 0.005 mm2 were stringy. In his progeny testing in the F2 generation, if 

a progeny family yielded all plants with less than 0.005mm2 it was considered 

homozygous stringless and more than 0.005mm2 progeny family was considered 

homozygous stringy. If the family yielded both, it was considered to be heterozygous. 

Currence performed two crosses that in the F1 generation of one population were 

stringless and the other intermediate. From the first cross that produced a stringless F1, 27 

stringless F2 plants yielded in the F3 generation, 9 homozygous stringless, 17 

heterozygous and 1 homozygous stringy. Also from the first cross, 13 stringy F2 plants 

yielded, in the F3 generation, 4 heterozygous and 9 homozygous stringy. The F3 pooled 

segregation ratio was 9 homozygous stringless, 21 heterozygous and 10 homozygous 

stringy or nearly a 1:2:1 ratio. For the second cross with a stringless F1, Currence arrived 

at the same pooled segregation ratio. From the third cross where the F1 was intermediate, 

eighty-three F2 individuals yielded 19 stringless and 64 stringy. The F3 progeny, was 

classified as 8 homozygous stringless, 44 heterozygous and 30 homozygous stringy or an 

estimated 1:8:7 ratio. Unlike his predecessors and as a result of the 1:8:7 ratio of his third 

cross, Currence concluded that the data fit a two gene model where one is a single 

dominant gene (S) conditioning stringlessness and a second dominant (T) gene, that 

inhibits S. Therefore the genotypes producing stringlessness are tt SS or tt Ss. Currence 

then used Emerson’s lines to confirm results. He found the parental type tt SS (stringless) 

x tt ss (stringy) yielded a stringless F1 and 3:1 stringless to stringy in the F2 progeny. 

Similarly a cross between tt SS (stringless) x TT ss (stringy) yielded a stringy F1 and a 

3:13 stringless to stringy ratio in the F2 (Currence, 1930). 
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  Prakken (1934) studied the genetic control of strings and the anatomical structure 

of high versus low pod fiber. Prakken used a scale of 1-10 to classify strings (pulled off 

of the pod and measured) and string “strength” (by staining the pod sheath and its 

vascular bundles).  Parental varieties included Fijnetros, classified as an intermediate to 

no string, and Wagenaar, classified as stringy. The F1 pods showed a variation of string 

lengths based on the 1-10 scale. After classification of parental and F1 generations, a 1:3 

ratio (350:1088), stringy to stringless, was observed in the F2 pooled progeny from a 

cross between a stringy and stringless type. The F3 progeny of a cross of almost stringy 

F2 plants has a pooled segregation yielding a 1:3 ratio (163:475), stringy to stringless. 

Prakken concluded that there might be environmental factors influencing his observations 

because different results were obtained for the different years that the study was 

conducted. Despite the environmental variation, he concluded that a single dominant 

gene controlled stringlessness. He named the gene St, replacing the S of Currence to 

avoid confusion with the use of S to describe a striped seed coat characteristic (Prakken, 

1934).     

 Lamrecht (1932, 1947 and 1961) investigated the anatomical structure of the pod 

wall and concluded that a single dominant gene controlled general pod wall membrane 

(Fa) and two supplementary genes (Fb and Fc) modified expression. In the recessive 

form, fa, fb and fc, produces pod walls with little membrane. This was concluded from 

observed segregation ratios of 9:7, 15:1 or 63:1 from various crosses. Parchmented or a 

flat/oval pod was controlled by two dominant genes Ia and Ib where the recessive forms, 

ia and ib, expressed tender and round shape. Whether or not the pod shape and pod wall 

fiber was correlated or linked was not determined, but the genetic control differed 

between traits; general pod wall fiber was controlled by a single gene with two modifiers 

while pod shape was controlled by two complementary genes (Lamprecht, H., 1932; 

Lamprecht, H, 1947, 1962). These findings conflicted with Prakken (1934); he concluded 

a lack or reduction of pod wall fiber was conditioned by a dominant gene (To), which 

was congruent with Tiebbes and Kooiman (1919) earlier findings (Tjebbes, K. & and 

H.N. Kooiman, 1922). 

 Wade and Zaumeyer (1934) disagreed with Prakken and most of the earlier 

scientists’ findings of a single dominant gene expressing stringlessness. Even though they 
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did not perform any histology studies of the pod wall fiber or tried to correlate fiber 

content to strings, based on their F2 and F3 segregation, with ratios of 211:150 and 

693:535 (a 9:7 ratio) stringless to stringy, respectively, they concluded that two genes 

were involved. They used Corbett Refugee as their stringless cultivar and Idaho No.1 

Mosaic Resistant Great Northern as their stringy cultivar. Their findings were similar to 

those of Currence’s (1930) and they proposed two different gene models that may control 

this trait. While Currence hypothesized a gene model with two dominant genes, one of 

which is epistatic to the other, Wade and Zaumeyer concluded that two complementary or 

two codominant genes controlled expression of stringlessness (Wade & Zaumeyer, 1940).  

 Atkin (1972) conducted a study to investigate the stringy pod off-types or rogues 

derived from stringless varieties. His approach was similar to others; he crossed the rogue 

plants with respective stringless parental plants. The stringy plants Atkin used was a form 

a Geneva ‘breeding line number 3’, two were a breeding line ‘G-12’ and 3 were the 

cultivar ‘Streamliner’ and 11 the cultivar ‘Tendercrop’.  The progeny only differed for 

the trait of interest; all other characteristics were identical assuming no outcrossing. He 

created four populations from the four lines that showed rogues, and these were crossed 

to their normal parents, then selfed for three generations. Three F1 progenies were 

stringless and the fourth had weak strings (or exhibited segregating F1 progeny). 

However, all four populations in the F2 showed a 3:1, stringless to stringy ratio. All the F2 

individual plants were progeny tested in the F3, and all but two progenies produced a 

1:2:1 ratio. This led Atkin to theorize that a single recessive gene conditioned strings 

(Atkin, 1972). Atkin stated that he did not disagree with Wade and Zaumeyer and there 

might be two recessive alleles that code for strings, however a mutation in only one of 

these genes allows for segregation of stringy trait in subsequent generations.  

 Also Atkin worked with the cultivar, ‘Steamliner’, which Emerson had used as 

well. Steamliner exhibited strings, and the trait was semi-dominant, when grown by 

Emerson in greenhouses. Later, when Atkin grew Steamliner in the field, he categorized 

the cultivar as being stringless conditioned by a single dominant gene. This led Atkin to 

also conclude that the expression of this gene differed due to undetermined 

environmental cues.  
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 While Akin returned to a single dominant gene model, in congruence with 

Wellensiek (1922), Emerson (1930) and Prakken (1934). Drijfout (1970 and 1978) 

concluded that a two-gene model was necessary. Thus, Drijfout’s conclusions were 

similar to those of Currence (1930) and Wade and Zaumeyer (1934). Drijfout, as the last 

scientist to study strings with a classical genetics approach, concluded that stringlessness 

was due to two genes that segregated independently. He was also the first to determine 

that while one gene (St) was temperature insensitive, the other (Ts) was more strongly 

expressed at higher temperatures (Drijfhout, 1978; Drijfhout, 1970). 

 Can the different gene models be integrated into an internally consistent 

framework? In some crosses, only one gene may be segregating so the conclusion that a 

single gene is appropriate, but in other crosses a more complex segregation ratio is 

observed because the two genes vary between parents. There are variations between 

Currence (1930), Wade and Zaumeyer (1934), Atkin (1972) and Drijfout (1978) in how 

the two genes interact with one another. If each set of researchers studied the same two 

genes or if they worked with the same parents, then the results would be easier to 

interpret.  Atkin (1972) and Emerson (1904) both worked with Streamliner and both 

arrived at a one-gene model theory, which hints that there is environmental sensitivity of 

the gene(s) in that cultivar, and perhaps it is the same as Ts that Drijfout (1978) reported.  

Candidate Genes and Homology Studies 

 In the past two decades, molecular technology has become available to us, which 

has allowed breeders to better pinpoint specific regions of genomes correlated to 

morphological and physiological traits. Many scientists have used these recent 

technologies to study domestication genes associated with the domestication syndrome. 

These traits have been found on a few chromosomes and the traits are theorized to be 

controlled by few major genes. This was demonstrated through a molecular study 

comparing domesticated corn, Zea mays L. ssp. Mays, and teosinte, Zea mays L. ssp. 

mexicana (Doebley and Stec, 1991; 1993). It has been hypothesized that in outcrossing 

species, domestication genes would be selected in linked blocks. This is because a 

population under domestication was still in contact with wild progenitors and exchanging 

genetic material. This process would tend to break apart independently assorting 

domestication genes and these plants would be discarded from the population. Those that 
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had linked blocks of domestication genes would be favored under selection (Koinange et 

al, 1996). However for self-pollinating crops, “genes controlling the domestication 

syndrome could have a more uniformed distribution in the genome because autogamy 

maintains multilocus associations even among unlinked loci” (Hedrick et al., 1978). 

 The domestication traits that correlate with the rogue pod formation of strings 

affects seed dispersal. The general attribute of seed dispersal is controlled by pod suture 

fibers and pod wall fibers in common bean. Koinange et al. (1996) observed these traits 

in the wild common beans and not in the domesticated beans. Through the use of RFLP 

markers, the lack of pod strings was found to be controlled by a single gene and mapped 

to linkage group two (Pv02). Koinange et al. (1996) was the first to find a marker for lack 

of strings and applied Drijfout’s gene symbol (St).  In his study, fiber was tightly linked 

to the St marker, which may or may not be controlled by the same gene (Koinange et al., 

1996). 

 Nanni et al. (2011) identified, sequenced and studied the nucleotide diversity of 

the P. vulgaris homologue SHATTERPROOF-1 of Arabidopsis thaliana. They 

hypothesized that this gene might control the shattering trait in domesticated and wild 

common beans. Nanni et al. (2011) identified a single gene, (PvSHP1) on chromosome 6, 

homologous to AtSHP1. The approach to locate PvSHP1 in P. vulgaris was to use two 

expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) found in the Arabidopsis SHP1 gene and BLAST to the 

common bean genome. Using the best hits in Phaseolus primers were designed and 

amplified followed by targeted sequencing of the candidate gene in different legume 

species, including P. vulgaris (Nanni et al., 2011). The shatterproof homologue in 

common bean was a 1,200 base pair (bp) sequence with a polymorphism between wild 

and domesticated species found in the noncoding, putatively intronic region of the 

candidate gene. While expression of shattering is quantitatively higher in wild beans 

compared to domestic dry beans, the lack of polymorphism in exons of PvSHP1 suggests 

that this gene is not the basis for this phenotypic difference.  

 Similarly, Gioia et al. (2012) used interspecies sequence homology to search for a 

potential causal gene for the strings in common bean pods. In this case, the Arabidopsis, 

homologue for INDEHISCENCE (IND) was the target homologue. Indehiscence is a 

term used for pods, which do not abscise along pod wall sutures.  In this study, PvIND 
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was identified and mapped in two bean recombinant inbred populations. In both 

populations, PvIND was mapped to Pv02 where St was previously mapped (Koinange et 

al., 1996). The St marker and PvIND marker were found very close together on Pv02, but 

not in an identical position (Gioia et al., 2012). The lack of nucleotide polymorphisms 

within and around the PvIND locus between the wild and the domesticated lines led to 

the belief that PvIND may not be the gene involved in the structural trait of strings or 

directly involved in pod shattering. However, PvIND may be a regulatory gene or 

element of the St gene (Gioia et al., 2012).  

 In more recent studies, Hagerty (2013) found and mapped quantitative trait loci 

(QTL) for pod fiber and strings in a snap x dry bean recombinant inbred population. The 

string QTL mapped to Pv02, with a LOD of 4.83 at the QTL peak. Two single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) markers flanked this QTL, and using the physical map for P. 

vulgaris, PvIND was located between the two SNP markers. This locus could be the 

coding region for a regulatory gene that controls the stringless trait and may 

pleiotropically regulate pod fiber. An independent pod fiber QTL mapped to Pv04, with a 

LOD score of 11.9 at the QTL peak identified. This region has not been previously 

associated with any known genes for pod fiber (Hagerty, 2013).  

 In a Minuette x OSU 5630 recombinant inbred population (Davis et al., 2014), a 

large QTL for strings and fiber was observed on Pv06. Although PvSHP1 is also located 

on Pv06, it was located about 600 Mb from the location of the peak of the QTL. 

Chromosome six, four and two and their corresponding SNP locations are regions of 

interest in the present study.  

!

My Hypothesis and Objectives: 

 
 My hypothesis is that pod wall fiber and pod suture string traits in common bean 

are correlated but not necessarily linked; in some cases, the expression of high pod fiber 

is associated with the expression of high fiber in the pod sutures (strings). I believe that 

both high pod fiber and string trait are controlled by more than one gene.  

 The pod fiber trait has been associated with altered pod width to pod height ratio, 

indehiscence and shattering, and these traits may be on different chromosomes. That 
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leads me to believe that there are different genes, some major others minor, controlling 

pod fiber trait. I believe that some of these coding regions are regulatory, versus 

structural, genomic regions.  

 My hypothesis is that the regulatory elements are most likely different for pod 

fiber and suture strings; however the structural genes are part of the same fiber 

biosynthetic pathway for pod fiber and strings. Some regulatory elements may be 

affected by environmental cues; I believe it to be temperature.  

 
Long-Term Objective: to reduce rogue frequency by finding markers that breeders could 

use for screening, marker assisted selection (MAS), breeder selection and seed tests. 

Short-Term Objectives: 

• Study the segregation of rogue pod traits in a set of snap bean lines from 

both centers of domestication, Andean and Mesoamerican.  

• Examine the relationship among pod suture strings with pod cross-section 

shape and pod wall fiber.  

• Find SNP polymorphism within or near potential candidate genes in near-

isogenic lines, which are nearly genetically identical lines and can be used 

to find single Mendelian genes. 
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CHAPTER 1- PHENOTYPING 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Phenotyping Strings and Other Fiber related Pod Traits: 

 
 In snap beans (the vegetable form of common bean), plant breeders have 

developed types, which have round pod cross-section, possess low pod wall fiber and 

lack strings in the sutures. This combination of traits contributes to the quality and 

palatability when snap beans are eaten as a vegetable. When maintaining purity and 

uniformity in commercial seed stocks of any crop variety, seedsmen typically grow out a 

small lot of the cultivar and scrutinize it to identify and remove off-types. Off-types can 

take many forms, from changes in color, to variation in plant height and maturity, to 

changes in plant architecture. These off-types may be introduced into a seed lot through 

mechanical mixing or via outcrossing with another cultivar, or off-types may appear 

spontaneously. For the latter case in snap beans, common off-types affecting the pods 

include changes from round to oval or flat pod cross-section, increase in pod wall fiber, 

and reversion from stringless pod sutures to strings in the sutures. These are called rogues 

because seedsmen must find and rogue out the off-types in order to keep the seed lot 

uniform and pure. Reversions for these traits occur that are much higher than background 

mutation rate, and require company resources to remove. In order to understand how 

these reversions occur and how they might be mitigated, they need to be characterized 

and the genetic control needs to be established. In this chapter, I focus primarily on the 

pod suture string trait but also discuss its relationship to pod shape and pod wall fiber. 

 A standardized method to phenotype morphological traits would help scientists 

and breeders universally share research results and reveal useful cues to the traits’ 

underlining physiology. A good example illustrating this need has been the study of pod 

suture strings in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.). Phenotyping of pod suture strings 

in previous research varies; in the earliest research on understanding the relationship of 

stringless to stringy pods, the trait was phenotyped by detaching the pod apex and pulling 

upwards. If a fibrous string came from the full length of the pod, it was classified as 

stringy, if it detached somewhere in the middle then it was determined to be a partial 
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string (which might be classified as stringy or stringless, depending on the study), and if 

just the apex detached, then it was classified as stringless.  

Emerson (1904), as the earliest noted researcher on the topic, used a three-scale 

(stringless, partial string, stringy) for phenotyping. Currence (1930) also used a three-

point scale. The major difference with Currence’s research was that he took all the pods 

on the plant into consideration. If most pods on the plant were stringless then it was 

categorized as homozygous stringless, if most the pods had strings then it was 

homozygous stringy, and if the plant had pods of both phenotypes then it was 

heterozygous. Other researchers have phenotyped strings in pods using a qualitative 

binary approach of stringy versus stringless; the first researcher to use this phenotyping 

method was Wellensiek (1922). Atkin (1972) and then Koinange (1996) used the same 

method.  A third method to phenotype was developed by Wellensiek’s student, Joosten 

(1924), and then refined by Prakken (1934). They used a 10-point scale based on the 

strength and the anatomy of the fiber sheath cells in the secondary pod wall (Joosten, 

1927). Wade and Zaumeyer (1934) used a method similar to Prakken but with five 

categories with strings decreasing as the scale increased. Drijfhout (1978) used an 8-point 

scale for strings that he consolidated into three classes: string, stringless and intermediate. 

More recent studies have used a ratio of string length to pod length (Hagerty, 2013).  

Most researchers cited above were studying strings in crosses between stringy and 

stringless varieties. Atkin (1972) is the exception in that he was attempting to directly 

characterize the rogues themselves. In the past, traditional genetic analysis approaches 

were used, but more recently, as molecular tools have become available, these have been 

used to map the location of the stringless trait in genetic linkage maps of common bean 

Koinange et al., 1995; Hagerty 2013).  

The way a trait is phenotyped determines the type of analysis. If the trait fits 

discrete categories then the trait is considered to be qualitative, which often is controlled 

by a single gene or small number of genes and usually exhibits Mendelian inheritance. If 

the trait shows a continuous range of variation, then the trait is quantitative, which is 

usually indicative of a more complex mode of inheritance that can be strongly influenced 

by environment. The string trait has been classified as both a quantitative and a 

qualitative trait. Examples of qualitative classification are Emerson (1904), Currence 
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(1930), Wellensiek (1922) and Atkin (1972) while those that have used a quantitative 

approach were Joosten (1924), Wade and Zaumeyer (1934), Prakken (1934), Drijfhout 

(1978), and Hagerty (2013).  

Based on these different classification methods, several different models for 

genetic control of the stringless trait have been offered. Wellensiek (1922) and Atkin 

(1972) both proposed a gene model matching Emerson’s hypothesis of a single dominant 

gene. Prakken (1934) used a quantitative scale to phenotype stringy pods and reached the 

same conclusion as Emerson. Wade and Zaumeyer (1934) proposed two gene models 

based on their quantitative scale, the first model being two complementary dominant 

genes and the second model was two codominant genes. Their two complementary genes 

model overlaps with that of Currence (1930), but theirs and Currence’s second models 

differ. Drijfhout (1978) used a quantitative scale and found two genes controlling strings, 

one temperature sensitive and the other not; he had an experimental design incorporating 

environment that led to the theory that higher temperature correlated with longer strings.  

Those researchers who used multipoint scales did not apply classical quantitative 

approaches to generating their gene models, rather, they forced their data into discrete 

categories to fit qualitative models. The only truly objective quantitative scoring of the 

string trait was performed by Hagerty (2013) in taking the ratio of string length to total 

pod length. She used a recombinant inbred population for which she developed a linkage 

map and mapped QTL. Her data are congruent with a single gene hypothesis but 

dominance could not be determined because the trait was measured in an advanced 

generation recombinant inbred population.  

While this review has focused on pod suture strings, common bean pods may 

have various quantities of fiber in pod walls. Along with strings, high reversion rates 

from round to oval or flat pod shapes are observed. In some cases, the pod shape 

reversion is also associated with increased pod wall fiber. It is not known whether 

reversion to high pod fiber is always correlated with reversion to strings, and whether 

oval pods always have high fiber. Some researchers have assumed as much (Koinange et 

al., 1996), but the relationship has never been systematically quantified. Pod wall fiber 

can be phenotyped by examination of green pod shape, but should be verified by other 

means that pod wall fiber is responsible for changes in shape. In particular, high and low 
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fiber dry pods differ morphologically in the dry stage with high fiber pods being smooth, 

whereas low fiber pods are wrinkled and constricted about the seeds.  

 

Selfing, Crossing and Progeny Tests 

 
Due to the limited knowledge of rogue pod traits (oval and stringy pods as related 

to the reversion from low to high fiber), breeders need to conduct a genetic analysis to 

pinpoint the number and nature of the genes that control the trait(s) of interest. First, it 

must be determined that the lines are homozygous. Self pollinating single plants for 

multiple generations, not only fixes a plant in a homozygous state but also allows for 

inheritance patterns to be observed. When multiple plants from the same line are selfed 

for multiple generations, the segregation ratios between the different phenotypes reveals 

the nature of the trait; dominance vs. recessive and one versus many genes. A classical 

genetic analysis is usually performed if it is suspected that the trait is qualitatively 

controlled. If the trait is suspected to be quantitative, then creating a recombinant inbred 

population may reveal the number and locations in the genome of quantitative trait loci.  

Crossing plants can reveal other characteristics of a trait and its underlying causal 

factor(s). There are many unanswered questions on the reversion of fixed lines with 

round, low fiber stringless pod traits back to ancestral oval, high fiber stringy pod traits. 

Are these traits hereditary? Is the expression of fiber correlated or linked to stringy and 

oval reversion? Is the same or different gene involved in the same reversion event in 

different lines of separate origins? Why is the reversion not seen in all common bean 

lines?  

A test of allelism can reveal whether the same gene controls the trait in different 

genotypes. This is done by crossing the two mutant lines with similar phenotype together, 

in this case stringy crossed with stringy. If we postulate that the presence of strings is 

recessive and find that the F1 generation is stringless, then it is hypothesized that separate 

loci are involved and are complimentary (the trait in both parents are at different loci). If 

the F1 generation is stringy then it is hypothesized that the stringy trait is controlled by 

the same allele at a locus. The F1 generation of a test of allelism is the hypothesis 

generation, and the F2 generation the confirmation generation.  
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A test of heredity or a test cross can also be done to determine whether the trait is 

heritable and the nature of genetic control. The mutant line is crossed with the parental 

line, in this case stringy by stringless. The F2 generation of a test of heredity is the 

hypothesis generation, and the F3 generation the confirmation generation. The 

segregation of a population in the hypothesis generation sheds light on the type of genetic 

control of the trait on interest. 

 The heredity of the stringy trait is proposed to be controlled be a single gene or 

two genes with complementary or epistatic gene action. There are models of inheritance 

that help predict expression of the pod strings (or any other unknown trait) trait. Some 

gene models fit a single dominant gene controlling the expression of the stringlessness 

(Emerson, 1904; Wellensiek, 1922 and Atkin, 1972). That would mean that stringless 

genotype would be (Aa) or (AA) and stringy genotype would be (aa). The expected 

segregation ratio of the progeny of a monohybrid cross between heterozygous stringless 

(Aa) and stringy (aa), is ! stringy and ! stringless and the F1 of a cross between 

stringless (AA) and stringy (aa), is all stringless. If a stringless F1 (Aa) is selfed for 

another generation, the expected progeny would be " stringless (# AA and ! Aa) and # 

stringy. There are many models that are more complex with traits that are controlled by 

more than one gene affecting the same phenotype; many of these models include epistatic 

effects.  

The common model for two independent, dominant genes is portrayed by the 

situation where (AAbb) is crossed to (aaBB) to obtain a third phenotype in the F1 (AaBb). 

The F2 progeny of a selfed F1 would yield a 9:3:3:1 segregation ratio with four 

phenotypic classes. Since only two or possibly three (stringless, partial strings, stringy) 

phenotypic classes are observed with pod strings, then any two gene model will have to 

invoke epistasis or complementation.  

In a duplicate recessive model where the observed F2 ratio is 9:7, the first part of 

the ratio represents the new mutant phenotype and second part of the ratio represents the 

original parental phenotype. This means if either the A or B locus is homozygous 

recessive then the parental phenotype is expressed. The string trait could fit the model in 

two ways. One is that to express the string trait, an allele at both loci needs to be 

dominant; if either locus is homozygous recessive then the stringless trait is expressed.  
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In a dominant epistatic or dominant suppression model, the trait is controlled 

by one gene but if another dominant gene is expressed suppresses the first gene. When a 

heterozygote (AaBb) is selfed, the observed F2 ratio is 12:3:1 (or 13:3 phenotypically). 

Twelve represents B suppressing A, one represents the double homozygous recessive 

(aabb), with no suppressor but no dominance at A; and three have a homozygous (bb) 

suppressor gene, which means A is expressed because at least one dominant A allele is 

expressed.  

Another dihybrid epistatic concept is the duplicated dominance model where 

one or another dominant gene is needed to produce a phenotype. Thus the absence of the 

trait is observed only when both genes are homozygous recessive, with an F2 ratio of 15:1, 

where the one represents the double homozygous recessive.  

Epistasis may also involve modifier genes, when one gene interacts with a 

second gene to modify the phenotype, showing a continuous range of phenotype. This is 

seen when the modifier gene is semi-dominant, the homozygous recessive, homozygous 

dominant and heterozygous state all quantitatively modify the first qualitative gene. 

Epistatic relationships are not the only modifier of classic Mendelian ratios; gene-

environment interactions also affect segregation ratios, making it harder to determine the 

inheritance of traits.  

Complete penetrance involves dominance, co-dominance or recessiveness where 

alleles are expressed in predictable manner. However individuals with a particular 

genotype may not express the phenotype associated with that genotype. Incomplete 

penetrance is where allele(s) have variable expressivity. The mechanism of incomplete 

penetrance is sometimes seen at higher than the DNA level of expression. Many 

examples of incomplete penetrance include a microRNA that inhibits the expression, 

silencing an mRNA that no longer is translated to become a protein(s), of a trait. This is a 

type of transcription and post-transcriptional regulation that results in variable expression. 

Some reasons for variable expressivity are allelic variations, environmental, complex 

environment and genetic integrations and modifier genes (Ahluwalia et al., 2009). 
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Table 2. Expected segregation ratios of different modes of inheritance for the common 
bean pod string trait. The genetic hypothesis for the trait is that Aa or AA is stringless 
pods; aa is stringy pods, depending on the model dominant B is string or stringless for the 
two-gene model. 
 

Gene 
model 

Parents F1 F2 

One gene Aa x aa ! 
stringless: 
! stringy 

3:1 stringless to 
stringy from the 
F2 stringless class 

Duplicate 
recessive 
with 
epistasis 

AAbb x 
aaBB 
(stringless 
x 
stringless) 

AaBb 
(stringless) 

9:7 
(stringless:stringy) 

Dominant 
suppression 
epistasis 

AAbb x 
aaBB 
(stringless 
x stringy) 

AaBb 
(stringy) 

3:13 (stringless: 
stringy) 
 

Duplicate 
dominant 
epistatic 

AAbb x 
aaBB 
(stringless 
x 
stringless) 

AaBb 
(stringless) 

15:1 
(stringless:stringy) 

 

Objectives and Hypotheses  

 
 My objectives were to discover the inheritance model of the string trait, and 

determine whether or not it is independent of ovals and pod fiber content. The hypotheses 

diagrams are the possible outcomes thought to be observed by selfing for three 

generations. Since a one gene model, with modifiers or alleles with smaller genetic effect, 

is the predominate model observed, either string is controlled recessively or dominantly.  

 My first objective was to see if by the second generation, hypothesis 1, 2 or 3 

explained segregation patterns. If none of the hypotheses were valid, crosses of stringless 

by stringy and stringy by stringless would provide additional information on the pattern 

of inheritance and if more than one gene controlled the trait. This would give me 

information on how many loci and what the nature of the genotype in the molecular 

search for the genes controlling the string trait.  

Hypothesis 1 
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Generation Process 

 
Stringy is the recessive allele 

 
Dominant to Recessive "mutation" 

 AA -> Aa (no expression of trait) 

M0 
Aa -> 1 (AA): 2(Aa): 1(aa) (stringy types observed; population will continue to segregate for 
strings in a 3:1 ratio) 

M1 aa (should be fixed for strings) 
M2 all stringy (aa) 
  
Hypothesis 2 

 Generation Process 

 
Stringlessness is partially dominant to strings 

 
Dominant to partially dominant "mutation" 

 
AA -> Aa 

M0 Aa (partial strings observed) 
M1 1 (AA): 2(Aa): 1(aa) (Stringless:Partial strings:Stringy) 

 
Full strings (aa) selected for M2 

M2 all stringy (aa) 
  
Hypothesis 3 

 Generation Process 

 
Stringy is a dominant allele 

 
Recessive to Dominant "mutation" 

 
aa -> Aa 

M0 Aa 

 
If dominant allele is expressed then the (Aa) is a stringy phenotype 

M1 1 (AA): 2(Aa): 1(aa) 

 
segregating populations, (AA) and (Aa) are stringy and (aa) is stringless 

 
(AA) and (Aa) are selected for M2 

M2 the (AA) genotype selfed will yield only 1:0 stringy to stringless  

 
the (Aa) genotype selfed will yield 3:1 stringy to stringless [ 1 (AA): 2 (Aa) : 1 (aa) ] 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cultivars Used and their Origins 

 
 Both fixed, presumed homozygous, breeding lines and commercial cultivars were 

used to study the causal factors for the traits of interest (Table 3).  The lines were part of 

the stock seed maintenance 

program conducted by the OSU 

Vegetable Breeding Program 

and most lines had been 

continuously self-pollinated 

and rogued for off-types for 

many generations. Most of the 

lines were of Mesoamerican 

origin and were bred by the 

OSU Vegetable Breeding 

Program. Several had been 

released commercially and 

others were advanced breeding 

lines.  The OSU breeding 

program focuses on bush blue 

lake cultivars, which are of 

Mesoamerican origin. Two 

lines not from the OSU 

program and of Andean origin were NY6020, a breeding line from Cornell University, 

and ‘Hystyle’, a cultivar developed by Harris Moran Seed Co. The seed lot of Hystyle 

had a high frequency of flat pods, and was provided to us by Seneca Seed Co. We were 

interested in including lines from both centers of origin because it is not entirely clear 

that the same complex of genes confers the snap bean phenotype in each domestication 

background.  

Table 3. Common bean breeding lines and 
cultivars, and their center of domestication which 
were used to examine the rogue pod traits. 
 
  
Accession: Domestication Origin: 

Breeding Lines 
OSU 5566 Mesoamerican 
OSU 91 GRI* Mesoamerican 
NY6020 Andean 
OSU 5446 Mesoamerican x Andean 
OSU 91 DJV*  Mesoamerican 
OSU 91 cu*  Mesoamerican 
OSU 5600 Mesoamerican x Andean 

Cultivars 
Hystyle Andean 
OR54  Mesoamerican 
OR91G Mesoamerican 
OSU 4911/Oregon Trail Mesoamerican 
*Backcross 3 isolines of 91G with the introgression 
of seed coat color genes.  
!
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 Three of the lines used are OSU released 

varieties and their breeding history is important to 

note. OR91G, commercially known as ‘Oregon 91’ 

Green Bean and released in 1981, is a Bush Blue 

Lake cultivar that was bred to have low pod fiber 

content and round pod cross-section (Baggett et al., 

1981). It originated from a cross between ‘OSU 

9161’, a bush green bean with parentage including 

‘White Seeded Slender green’ and ‘White seeded 

Tendercrop’, and ‘Oregon 58’ resulting in ‘OSU 

2217-6’, which was backcrossed with ‘Oregon 

1604’ seven times. OSU 4911, released 

commercially as ‘Oregon Trail’ in 1984, is Bush 

Blue Lake cultivar released to the home garden 

trade because of its large sieve grade (Baggett et al., 

1984). Similar to OR91G, OSU 4911 has ‘Oregon 

1604’ and ‘Oregon 58’ in its breeding background. 

It also has Line 5996 and ‘Oregon 190’, derived 

from several backcrosses to a pole cultivar ‘Blue 

Lake’, and BBL 290, backcrossed for disease 

resistance genes, in its breeding background. OSU 

5402, commercially known as ‘Oregon 54’ Green Bean was released in 1995, and was 

bred to be a processing bean with similar pod characteristics as Oregon 91G (Baggett et 

al., 1992). Its background, like OSU 4911 and OR91G, has ‘Oregon 1604’, ‘Oregon 58’ 

and BBL 290. It also has ‘Oregon 43’ and ‘Oregon 55’, derived from ‘White Seeded 

Slendegreen’, ‘White Seeded Tendercrop’, ‘Logan’ and BBL 290, and OSU 2217, which 

are all seen in OR91G pedigree. All three Bush Blue Lake cultivars are of Mesoamerican 

descent, and shared similar pod characteristics and were genetically similar.   

 

Table 4. Off-types (OTs) 
associated with each of the 
parent breeding line or cultivar 
used to study the occurrence of 
rogues in snap beans.   

 

Breeding line 
or cultivar  

Off-type  

OSU91G OT 01 

OSU4911 OT 02 – 05 

OSU54 OT 06 – 19 

OSU 5566 OT 20 

OSU 5600 OT 21 – 25 

NY6020 OT 26 – 29 

GRI  OT 30 – 31 

OSU 5446 OT 32 – 42 

OSU 91 Cu OT 43 – 60 

OSU 91 DJV OT 61 – 98 

!
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Timeline of Selfs and Crosses   

 
 At harvest maturity in the summer of 2012, individual plants in advanced line 

families grown at the OSU Vegetable Research Farm were scrutinized for variation in 

pod traits. Pod strings were checked by detaching the apex from two – three pods on each 

plant. If it produced a partial or full string, then it was flagged with surveyors ribbon and 

harvested as a single plant after pods had dried. Oval and flat pods were detected by 

rolling several pods per plant in the hand and marking and harvesting in a similar manner 

as described above. This generation of plants were designated the M0, where ‘M’ stands 

for mutant generation. Sixteen seeds per individual M0 off-type were planted in the 

winter 2012 greenhouse to create the M1 (A) generation. There were two M1 generations 

grown, the first one was named M1 (A) and the second M1 (B), where seeds to grow out 

both generations came from the same mother plants, M0. After seeds were collected from 

each plant individually during winter 2012, roughly four seeds from each plant were 

replanted to make up the, M2, generation. Most plants from the M1 (A) did not yield pods 

from all 16 plants, so there was a range of plants per M1 (A) generation plants, usually 

four to fifteen plants to create the M2 generation for that off-type during summer 2013.  

Table 5. Timeline of generation advance via self-pollination of selected off-types as 
well as crosses made, for a selected set of snap bean lines. 
     

Time Location  Generation  
Number of 
Populations 

Number of 
plants 

Summer 
2012 

Vegetable 
Research Farm  M0 Multiple  98 

Winter 
2012 Greenhouse M1(A) 96 ~16 
Summer 
2013 Greenhouse bulk seed 45 ~4 
Summer 
2013 Greenhouse M1 (B) 45 ~8 
Summer 
2013 Greenhouse M2 45 ~64 
Winter 
2014 Greenhouse 

Crossing 
populations 5 ~9 

Spring 
2014 Greenhouse 

F1 and parental 
lines 19 ~3 
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In the same growing season (summer 2013), bulk seed was grown from each of the nine 

original cultivars or lines, to re-examine for the phenotypic traits. About six plants per 

line were grown from the bulk. Also in this growing season, plants constituting the M1 

(B) generation were grown from the same M0 generation used to grow the M1 (A) 

generation. About four plants per original off-type plant were planted for the M1 (B) 

generation. Leaflets were collected from the M1 (B) generation for DNA isolation and 

later genotyping work (Table 5).   

 In the next growing generation, seeds were planted from six lines to be candidate 

parents for crossing (Table 5). These crosses were meant to create hybrid generation to 

conduct tests of allelism and heredity. The off-type parents used, the lines associated with 

the off-type parent and the generation in which the off-type parental seeds and phenotype 

were taken is summarized in table 6. For these crosses, three plants with stringy pods and 

two with stringless pods were chosen. Nine plants from each parent were grown to 

become the crossing populations. Once stringy with stringy, its reciprocal, stringy with 

stringless, and its reciprocal were crossed, seeds were collected from individual crossed 

pods and from non-crossed pods, to re-evaluate parental traits.  

 

Table 6 Snap bean off-type parents crossed for tests of allelism and inheritance. 

OT Parent OT Line Generation  Trait 

OT02 A2 a OSU 4911 M2 
Stringy and segregating 
for oval 

OT32 B3 a OSU 5446 M2 
Stringy and fixed for 
round 

OT42 b OSU 5446 M1B 
Stringy and fixed for 
round 

OT94 A OSU DJV M1B 
Stringless and 
segregating for oval 

OT10 B2 OR54 M1A 
Stringless and fixed for 
round 

 !

Phenotyping Pod Traits 

 
 Each plant from every generation, selfed and crossed, was characterized for 

strings, ovals and dry fiber content. The string trait was analyzed by pulling the tip, or 
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apex, of the pod upwards to reveal the suture of every pod in the plant. Strings have been 

phenotyped both as a quantitative and a qualitative trait. In my research, I have classified 

strings as a qualitative trait, positive for strings and negative for absence of strings. For a 

positive plant, most of the pods had to exhibit the string trait. For a pod to be categorized 

as stringy, the string had to be over half the length of the pod. Phenotyping oval pods, 

also as a qualitative trait, were categorized by observing the cross-section of the pod. If 

the cross-section was round and symmetrical it was categorized as normal, and if the 

cross-section was heart shaped and unsymmetrical it was categorized as oval. An 

alternate method to determine oval phenotype was to place a pod between the index 

finger and thumb and roll the pods to gauge symmetry. Dry fiber content was measured 

using a quantitative scale (Fig. 4) when pods were completely dry and ready to be 

threshed.  

 Fiber was the only trait 

measured quantitatively 

because of the large variation 

in morphological pod traits 

when dried. Pods varied from 

smooth to wrinkled and from 

none to deep indentations 

between seeds. The four point 

scale was: 1) pods were 

smooth, hard, and with no 

wrinkles and indentation 

between the seeds; 2) pods 

with no indentations but a few wrinkles; 3) pods were less smooth with more wrinkles 

and some indentations; and 4) pods were highly wrinkled, with deep indentations 

between the seeds. This pod rating technique correlates well with pod fiber as measured 

by the AOAC protocol for quantitation of fiber analysis of green beans (unpublished 

data) where smooth pods have high fiber while those with the wrinkled and indented pods 

have lowest fiber levels.  

 

Figure 4. Quantitative scale for fiber content of snap 
bean pods. The fiber scale is 1 to 4, fiber class 1 (top 
left), class 2 (top right), class 3 (bottom left) and class 4 
(bottom right) 
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Statistical Techniques  
 

The plan was to analyze segregation ratios of each generation, especially the M2 

generation since it has the highest number of plants that come from the same parent. We 

wished to fit classical inheritance ratio, or observe fixation of traits, 1:0 (stringy) or 0:1 

(stringless).  

Also, pooling off-types within a cultivar would give us a higher statistical power to 

analyze the inheritance models across varieties. Since there were small numbers of plants 

within some off-type families, Clopper-Pearson exact confidence intervals, were used 

(Clopper and Pearson, 1934). Asymptotic or approximate normal confidence interval 

approach was not appropriate in this case because of the small sample sizes. Chi-square 

test of homogeneity (Steel and Torrie, 1980) was performed per off-type family to test if 

the families follow a similar segregation pattern and pooling their data was appropriate.  

We were also interested in the association between ovals and strings or how likely 

they tend to occur together. A two-step process was used where a Breslow Day common 

odds test was performed to determine if there were similar patterns between families of 

the same varieties. Next, a Mantel Haenszel test was applied where a common odds ratio 

existed to test whether the common odds ratio was different from 1 (i.e. there was an 

association between oval and string across off-types in a cultivar) (Kuritz et al., 1988). 

Strings were arbitrarily declared to be the explanatory variable and ovals the response 

variable. We were also interested in relationship of fiber content with strings or ovals. A 

chi-square test of independence was performed to determine if all four fiber classes were 

equally associated with strings and ovals. 

 

!
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RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

Segregation of Strings, Ovals and Fiber content  

 
 When seed from the original selections were grown out, the progeny did not 

necessarily have the same phenotype as the parent plant. In some cases, progeny in 

families exhibited only one of the two rogue traits, in other cases both traits were present 

in the progeny, and in the case of OT11 and OT44, neither of the rogue traits was 

observed (Table 7). While some families had progeny with uniform phenotype, these 

were invariably of the non-rogue appearance. The variability within families would 

suggest that the original selection was heterozygous and that the progeny were 

segregating. Alternatively, the trait could have been fixed but exhibited variation in 

expressivity, incomplete penetrance and/or environmental variability among progeny. 

Those of the M0 families that showed no rogue phenotypes may have exhibited non-

heritable variation in the field, or were selected in error. 

In the M1 (A) generation 

48 out of 98 families segregated 

for strings, oval pods or both 

traits. The other fifty off-type 

families exhibited no rogue pod 

traits in the first selfed generation 

and were not planted again. The 

segregation ratios in this 

generation did not show any 

common pattern (Table 8). The 

M1 (B) generation was created to 

collect tissue samples for 

sequencing of the off-type and “normal” plants of each parental off-type and families 

consisted of up to 8 plants of the 48 off-types that showed any one of the off-type pod 

traits in the M1 (B). The segregation patterns of the M1 (A) and M1 (B) were not 

necessarily the same (Table 8). This may have been due to the small number of plants in 

Table 7 Segregation ratios of ovals and strings 
among progeny of snap beans from bulk seeds 

  
Ratio of Strings 

to Stringless  
Ratio of Ovals 
to Round Pods 

OT01 2:1 0:1 
OT02 0:1 1:4 
OT03 0:1 1:3 
OT11 0:1 0:1 
OT26 0:1 1:2 
OT32 1:1 0:1 
OT44 0:1 0:1 
OT61 2:1 0:1 
!
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each family, or that the two subsamples were grown in different environments (M1 (B) 

was grown in the summer and M1 (A), grown in the winter).  

 By the M2 some families were fixed where all individuals exhibited strings and/or 

oval pods. In other cases, families were almost fixed with the majority showing a rogue 

phenotype, but a few individuals continued to exhibit the non rogue phenotype. Those 

families that were fixed for the string trait (exhibiting a 1:0 string to stringless ratio) by 

the M2 were OT 02, belonging to OSU 4911, OT 32 and OT 42, both of OSU 5446. 

Families that were stringless with a 0:1 ratio but fixed or almost fixed for oval, were OT 

08 belonging to OSU 54 and OT 67 of OSU 91 DJV. Families fixed for the oval trait and 

segregating for strings included OT 11 and 12, both from OR 54. Many families were 

fixed for the round trait and fixed or segregating for strings including OT 01 (OSU 91G), 

OT 16 (OSU 54), OT 20 (OS 56), OT 28 (NY6020), OT 32-34 and OT 37-42 (OS 5446), 

OT 44, OT 48-49, OT 57, OT 58 and OT 59 (OSU 91 cu), OT 72, OT 77, OT 81, OT 83, 

OT 93 and OT 95 (OSU 91 DJV). The predominance of families that were fixed for 

round pods in the M2 is likely due to the fact that in the M1 (A) generation, we had 

decided to focus on the string phenotype as our top priority, so only families segregating 

for strings or stringy and oval pods were retained. The data do show that all possible 

combinations of fixed and segregating strings and oval pods were observed, suggesting in 

at least some cases, the two traits are independent of one another. Over generations, there 

was a trend towards fixation to one of the forms of the two traits. Additional 

advancement of generations might show further fixation, but the data suggest that a 

certain amount of environmental noise will continue to be present.  

Off-type families within the 11 varieties and breeding lines selfed over three 

generations did not fit classical segregation ratios for gene models for either one or two 

genes. To further examine segregation ratios and possible modes of inheritance, the M2 

families were analyzed as described in the next section. 
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Table 8. Observed segregation ratios in snap bean off-types for oval and 
stringy pods in the M1A, M1B, and M2 generations. 
       
 M1A M1B M2 
 Off-
type 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

OT01 8:1 4:5 1:3 0:1 13:5 0:1 
OT02 10:3 8:5 1:7 3:5 1:0 31:8 
OT03 1:5 1:2 0:1 4:3 3:20 2:21 
OT04 1:2 1:5 0:1 2:5 1:17 5:4 
OT05 1:2 2:7 1:3 1:3 17:3 4:1 
OT06 1:7 0:1     
OT07 1:10 0:1     
OT08 1:11 1:0   0:1 1:0 
OT09 0:1 1:10     
OT10 0:1 0:1     
OT11 5:6 4:7 1:1 0:1 13:8 1:0 
OT12 2:13 13:2 2:1 0:1 1:38 1:0 
OT13 0:1 0:1     
OT14 0:1 0:1     
OT15 1:2 2:1 1:5 1:1 4:29 31:2 
OT16 1:2 0:1 3:5 0:1 11:3 0:1 
OT17 0:1 12:1 1:6 3:4 5:31 17:1 
OT18 1:1 1:0 0:1 2:1 1:2 1:0 
OT19 1:5 1:1 1:1 0:1 8:3 1:0 
OT20 1:4 0:1 1:4 0:1 1:2 0:1 
OT21 0:1 1:0     
OT22 0:1 8:1     
OT23 0:1 1:0     
OT24 1:9 4:1     
OT25 1:13 9:5     
OT26 4:11 0:1 3:5 1:7 5:4 1:17 
OT27 0:1 1:5     
OT28 2:3 0:1 0:1 0:1 5:9 0:1 
OT28b 4:11 0:1     
OT29 5:3 0:1 1:6 0:1 8:23 28:3 
OT30 1:3 0:1     
OT31 3:7 0:1     
OT32 2:5 0:1 1:2 0:1 1:0 0:1 
OT33 13:3 0:1 3:1 0:1 19:2 0:1 
OT34 3:13 0:1 4:3 0:1 9:1 0:1 
Table 8. (continued). 
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 M1A M1B M2 
 Off-
type 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

OT35 9:4 0:1 3:5 0:1 13:2 1:4 
OT36 10:3 0:1 1:0 0:1 23:4 2:25 
OT37 7:8 0:1 7:1 0:1 22:1 0:1 
OT38 1:0 0:1   5:6 0:1 
OT39 1:0 0:1 6:1 0:1 21:11 0:1 
OT40 3:2 0:1 3:5 0:1 7:3 0:1 
OT41 4:3 0:1 4:3 0:1 16:5 0:1 
OT42 2:1 0:1 5:3 0:1 1:0 0:1 
OT43 0:1 0:1     
OT44 2:1 0:1 2:5 0:1 2:23 0:1 
OT45 0:1 0:1     
OT46 1:6 0:1     
OT47 1:14 0:1     
OT48 1:3 0:1 0:1 0:1 2:9 0:1 
OT49 3:10 0:1 0:1 0:1 1:5 0:1 
OT50 1:11 0:1     
OT51 1:5 0:1     
OT52 0:1 0:1     
OT53 0:1 0:1     
OT54 0:1 0:1     
OT55 0:1 0:1     
OT56 2:7 0:1     
OT57 3:8 0:1 1:3 0:1 1:2 0:1 
OT58 3:10 0:1 2:3 0:1 1:5 0:1 
OT59 3:11 0:1 2:5 0:1 1:5 0:1 
OT60 0:1 0:1     
OT61 1:4 1:2 7:1 0:1 4:15 8:11 
OT62 1:2 1:1 1:0 0:1 2:7 4:5 
OT63 1:14 1:14     
OT64 1:9 0:1     
OT65 3:8 7:4 5:2 0:1 1:26 8:1 
OT66 0:1 1:13     
OT67 0:1 2:1   0:1 13:2 
OT70 0:1 0:1     
OT71 0:1 0:1     
OT72 4:7 0:1 3:1 0:1 1:14 0:1 
OT74 3:4 0:1   0:1 0:1 
OT75 1:6 0:1     
Table 8. (continued). 
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 M1A M1B M2 
 Off-
type 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

Strings: 
Stringless 

Oval: 
Round 

OT76 1:14 0:1     
OT77 1:3 0:1 1:0 0:1 1:11 0:1 
OT78 0:1 0:1 4:3 0:1   
OT79 0:1 0:1     
OT80 0:1 0:1     
OT81 3:8 0:1   1:11 0:1 
OT82 0:1 0:1     
OT83 1:6 0:1 5:3 1:7 1:2 0:1 
OT84 5:9 0:1 1:1 0:1 1:8 4:5 
OT85 1:10 0:1     
OT86 1:14 0:1     
OT87 1:2 0:1 1:3 0:1 2:5 0:1 
OT88 1:4 0:1 5:3 0:1 7:5 0:1 
OT89 1:9 0:1     
OT90 0:1 0:1     
OT91 0:1 0:1     
OT92 0:1 0:1     
OT93 6:7 0:1 1:1 0:1 11:8 0:1 
OT94 0:1 3:11 0:1 1:1 1:5 11:1 
OT95 3:13 0:1 4:3 0:1 7:5 0:1 
OT96 0:1 0:1     
OT97 1:12 0:1     
OT98 1:12 0:1     
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Examining Inheritance Models for the String Trait 

 
 In hindsight selection for just the off-types in the M1 (A) to create the M2 and only 

propagating those M0 families that exhibited off-types to M1 (B) was not ideal. We were 

not able to quantify non-mutated families as well as segregating ones, therefore could not 

perform statistical analysis using chi-square goodness of fit tests. Because we had the 

largest numbers per family, we examined the fit of the data to various one and two allelic 

models of inheritance (13:3, 9:7, 1:3, 3:1, 15:1). We also tested families within varieties 

to determine if they were homogenous and could be pooled.  Clopper-Pearson exact 

confidence intervals were calculated from proportion of families showing string for each 

of eight parental genotypes in the M2 generation (Fig. 5a-h). 
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Figure 5. Clopper-Pearson exact confidence 

intervals for off-type families segregating 

for stringy pods in eight snap bean 

genotypes. The dot represents the exact 

segregation ratio and the bars indicate the 

95% confidence interval. Numbers on y axis 

correspond to off-type accession numbers. 

The x axis ranges from 0 to 1 where 0.0 

corresponds to a 0:1 and 1.0 corresponds to 

a 1:0 stringless:stringy ratio. Vertical dashed 

lines represent the various segregation ratios 

(1:3, 9:7, 13:3, 3:1, and 15:1).  
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 None of the parental genotypes showed uniform segregation ratios and therefore, pooling 

the data by parental genotype was inappropriate. On examination of the graphs, it is apparent that 

observed ratios vary across the spectrum of hypothetical segregation ratios, but in many cases, 

the observed ratios appear to fit one of two patterns: those with best fit to a 0:1 to 1:3 and those 

that show better fit to the reverse ratios (9:7 to 15:1). This was particularly clear for OSU 54 and 

OSU 4911 where several families are available per parental genotype. These showed non-

overlapping confidence intervals for the two extremes (except one small family for OSU 54 with 

very wide confidence intervals). OSU91DJV showed a similar pattern but was less clear-cut 

because confidence intervals overlapped. Our interpretation of these data is that both strings and 

stringlessness are not absolutely expressed such that the trait may be fixed for one of the states, 

but a few individuals show variation. Those families with ratios not significantly different from 

0:1 to 1:3 were fixed for stringless. These do fit the ratio for a recessive gene model, and this 

hypothesis cannot be discarded entirely, but given historic data and data discussed below on 

inheritance, this is unlikely. OSU 91cu appears to be uniformly fixed for stringlessness whereas 

OSU 5446 is at the other extreme (fixed for strings) for several families. Several families in OSU 

5446, OSU 54 OSU 4911 and OSU 91DJV show segregation ratios that were not significantly 

different from a one or two dominant gene model. With the population sizes available it is not 

possible to distinguish among the most similar segregation ratios.  

An exact Pearson’s chi-square homogeneity test, using a Monte Carlo function to 

estimate p-values was calculated. The null hypothesis was that the families follow a similar 

segregation ratio or is homogeneous. The p-values of the test were all below the 0.05 confidence 

level and the null of homogeneity was rejected.  

 

Association between Oval and Stringy Pods  

 
 Koinange et al. (1996) studied the occurrence of pod fiber and strings in a wild bean x 

snap bean cross and concluded that pod wall fiber and strings were completely correlated. As 

such, the association of oval pods with high fiber and strings, was also of interest in the present 

study. To test this biological question, common odds ratios, also known as the Breslow Day test, 

were calculated between and within rogue pod traits in the M2 generation. Only six out eight 

varieties in the M2 generation were used in calculations, because two of the varieties have only 
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one off-type family and so a common odds ratio between families could not be calculated. The 

null hypothesis was there was a common odd, whatever that odd may be; between off-type 

families have both traits, none of the traits, the string trait and not the oval trait or the oval trait 

and not strings. OSU4911, OSU54, NY6020 and OSU5446 all had large p-values (above 0.05), 

with the result of failing to reject a common odds ratio, and could be used to calculate what the 

odds or association between the traits was. The Mantel Haenszel test was performed for these 

four varieties. OSU4911 off-types were 3.13, OSU54 off-types were 0.01, NY6020 off-types 

were 1.40 and OSU5446 were 1.12 times more likely to have associated string and oval traits 

than strings without ovals and ovals without strings. Thus, in three of four genetic backgrounds, 

strings and ovals were more likely to occur together.   

 

Relationship between Fiber Content and Off-type Traits 

 
 The relationship between fiber content, collected on a quantitative scale from 1 to 4, and 

presence of strings and/or oval traits was determined. Dry fiber data was collected in the bulk 

seeds, M1 (B) and M2 generations but only the M2 data is shown (Fig. 6). The M1 (B) and bulk 

seed populations were small in number but showed similar patterns to the M2 data. Ovals and 

strings showed distinctly different patterns in relation to fiber. Oval pods were often associated 

with high fiber content across generations. Overall, ovals fell predominantly into the two highest 

fiber ratings although a few plants were found with moderately low fiber content.   

Strings primarily showed association with low to moderately low fiber content across 

generations. There were a few stringy individuals with moderately high fiber in all generations, 

and a few individuals in the M2 generation with high fiber (Fig. 6). Plants with stringy pods 

exhibited an association to fiber similar to plants with neither of the rogue pod traits. 

Pods with neither rogue traits mostly exhibited low to moderately low fiber content, 

similar to the strings category. In the M2 generation a few individuals with neither off-type were 

rated as high fiber. Plants categorized as possessing both strings and oval pods fell into the 

moderately low to high fiber categories. This was probably because of the association between 

oval pod shape and high fiber content.  

A chi-square test of independence was performed using all four rogue trait categories 

(stringy round pods, stringless oval pods, stringless round pods, and stringy oval pods) and fiber 
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content categories. The null hypothesis was that all four categories had equal frequencies of fiber 

content across generations. A chi square of 2507.39 with probability of < 0.001 was obtained. 

We reject the null hypothesis at the P < 0.05 level and accept the alternate hypothesis that fiber 

content is not evenly distributed across the various phenotypes. This supports the observation 

that there is a lack of independence between high fiber and oval pods, and low fiber and strings. 

 

 
Figure 6. Association of dry pod fiber with string and oval phenotype in snap beans for the M2 

generation. Scale is number of individuals in a particular category.  
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Results from Crosses for Tests of Allelism and Inheritance 

 
 Since selfing the plants with rogue pod traits was difficult to analyze and was ambiguous 

in terms of genetic control of the traits of interest, we made crosses to conduct a test of 

inheritance. In addition, we wanted to determine if the same or different loci were involved in 

different genetic backgrounds for the same phenotypic trait so made crosses to test for allelism. 

Because of time constraints, only one generation was created. This did not allow us to analyze 

segregation ratios for inheritance pattern but it did allow us to observe whether the traits behaved 

as dominant or recessive. The F1 also gave us a hypothesis generation for the test of allelism. If 

the presence of strings is recessive and the F1 generation is stringless, then it is hypothesized that 

the stringy alleles are complimentary (the trait in both parents are at different loci), and if the F1 

generation is stringy then it is hypothesized that the stringy trait is controlled by the same allele 

are a locus.  

In stringy x stringless and oval x round crosses, there was evidence that stringless is 

dominant to stringy and round is dominant to oval (Tables 9 and 10). This in turn would suggest 

that the off-type traits for pod strings and oval cross-section shape are recessive. As such, one 

would expect that a stringy x stringy cross would produce all stringy progeny if the same locus 

was involved, or all stringless if complementary loci were implicated. However, none of the 

stringy by stringy crosses yielded a 0:1 or 1:0 ratio of string to stringless (Table 9). The stringy 

by stringy cross OT 32 x OT 02, and its reciprocal, had 4:3 and 6:13 stringy:stringless progeny, 

respectively, suggests that there may be complementation between two independent loci.  

 For the stringy by stringless crosses a mixed segregation observed in the crosses 

of OT 42 x OT 10 (1:4) and its reciprocal, and OT 42 x OT 94 (3:4) show very different 

segregation ratios suggesting that OT 42 may still be segregating, that an accidental maternal self 

occurred, incomplete penetrance, or different level of expressivity was observed that let a 

stringless plant to be classified as stringy. This same phenomenon can be seen with OT 94 x OT 

42 (2:7) and OT 94 x 32 (1:3) segregation of stringy (Table 9). 

 Because the lines were chosen to test the string trait, the parental lines for the 

cross were not chosen for their pod cross-section shape phenotypes and none of the parents were 

fixed for ovals (Table 5). However data were collected for oval and round pods in the F1 

generation. The segregating oval by round cross, and reciprocal crosses, OT 32 x OT 02 (0:7), 
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OT 94 x OT 42 (0:9) and OT 42 x OT 94 (0:7) suggests round is dominant to oval. However, 

some oval by round crosses showed segregation: OT 02 x OT 32 (8:11) and OT 94 x OT 32 (1:4). 

It may be that the same phenomena affecting phenotypic expression as seen in string by 

stringless crosses operates in round x oval crosses. Round by round crosses all yielded round 

progeny, OT 94 x OT 10 (0:9), OT 10 x OT 42 (0:5) and OT 10 x OT 32 (0:4). This gives 

additional confidence that round is dominant to oval. With our segregating oval by segregating 

oval cross, we would have expected a quarter oval and three-quarters round but found with OT 

02 by OT 94 a (0:3) ratio. This could be because there were only three plants and not enough to 

show the segregation ratio needed (Table 10). 

 

Table 9. F1 progeny ratios of string to stringless pods in crosses between off-type snap 
beans.  
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OT 02  OT 10 OT 32  OT 42 OT 94 
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4:3 

  
 

OT 10 
   

1:4 
 Males OT 32  6:13 0:4 

  
1:3 

 
OT 42 

 
0:5 

  
2:7 

 
OT 94 0:3 

  
3:4 

 zOT 02: stringy, segregating for oval; OT 10: stringless, fixed for round; OT 32:stringy, 
fixed for round; OT 42:stringy fixed for round; OT 94:stringless and segregating for ovals.  

        
Table 10. F1 progeny ratios of oval to round pods in crosses between off-type snap beans. 
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OT 10 
   

0:5 
 Males OT 32  8:11 0:4 
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OT 42 

 
0:5 

  
0:9 

 
OT 94 0:3 

  
0:7 

 zOT 02: stringy, segregating for oval; OT 10: stringless, fixed for round; OT 32:stringy, 
fixed for round; OT 42:stringy fixed for round; OT 94:stringless and segregating for ovals.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

 This portion of the study was mostly conducted to formulate a hypothesis on the 

inheritance pattern of the string and oval rogue pod traits, and their correlation with pod wall 

fiber production. Multiple varieties were used to investigate if the inheritance and genes involved 

were the same with different genetic backgrounds. First selfing of small populations of the plants 

led to little fixation by the M2 generation and segregation ratios, between rogue and non-rogue 

plants, did not show one or two gene classical inheritance patterns, as formulated by previous 

researchers. 

 The relationship between fiber content, phenotyped quantitatively, showed that rogue 

stringy pods had low fiber, just like non-rogue pods did. Oval pods were associated with high 

pod fiber content, which differed from Lamprecht (1932), Prakken (1934) and Tjebbes and 

Kooiman (1922) findings that the two traits oval and fiber are controlled by separate gene(s) 

even if their gene models for fiber and oval differed.  

 The test of allelism and inheritance was only taken to the F1 generation, which means 

only hypotheses could be made on the control of ovals and strings. Stringless pods were 

dominantly controlled, with a few crosses that showed discrepancies with this finding. This 

finding is congruent with Emerson (1904), Wellensiek (1922), Prakken (1934), Drijfout (1978) 

and Atkin (1972) but not Currence (1930) and Wade & Zaumeyer (1934) two-gene theory. 

Rounds were dominantly controlled, with also a few crosses that didn’t fit the model. This model 

is not incompatible with Lamprecht’s (1932) finding that flat/oval pods are dominant. We still 

don’t know how many loci per trait and if they are different between genetic pools. 

 Most of the statistical analysis was conducted using the M2 generation data, because 

families had larger numbers of plants. A study of the association between oval and string traits 

revealed that in three out of four varieties strings were expressed when the oval trait was. 

However, many off-types with strings had round pod cross-section and some oval podded plants 

were stringless. Furthermore, presence of pod wall fiber was often associated with oval pods, but 

not with strings. The majority of stringy plants had low fiber pods. Thus we conclude that strings, 

fiber and pod shape are not necessarily associated. This leaves open the possibility that there may 

be more than one gene affecting these traits, and while there seem to be separate genes that 

condition strings or oval pods alone, there may also be genes that pleiotropically condition 
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strings and fiber and/or oval pods. We also tried pooling off-types families between 8 varieties, 

in the M2 generation, by testing for homogeneity of segregation ratios, but found that pooling 

was not appropriate because no one inheritance model explained the observed segregation ratios 

within  varieties. The data did reveal that some families in the ,&!-./.!0.123456!748.9!72/!

:;/456:!2/!:;/456<.::5.::=!->4<.!:23.!7?34<4.:!125;45@.9!;2!:.6/.6?;.A!B2/!:.6/.6?;456!

7?34<4.:=!:;?;4:;41?<!;.:;:!12@<9!52;!/.:2<C.!;>.!0.:;!74;!;2!#D+=!'D$=!$'D'=!?59!$)D$!/?;42:A!!

! B$!45>./4;?51.!9?;?!6.5./?<<E!:@FF2/;.9!;>.!7459456:!27!F/.C42@:!/.:.?/1>./:!;>?;!

:;/456<.::5.::!-?:!92345?5;!;2!:;/456:!?59!;>?;!/2@59!F29!1/2::G:.1;425!-?:!92345?5;!;2!

2C?<!F29:A!H.1?@:.!27!348.9!:.6/.6?;425!45!;>.!B$=!;.:;:!27!?<<.<4:3!-./.!451251<@:4C.A!

A major paradox from this work remains unresolved concerning the segregation observed 

in this study. Inheritance data and findings of other researchers support the hypothesis that 

stringlessness is dominant to strings and round pod cross-section is dominant to oval pods. As 

such, the stringy and oval off-types selected in the field should have been recessive and fixed for 

these traits and continued segregation in subsequent generations should not have been observed. 

Future studies will need to assess the degree of dominance of these traits and whether 

environment can affect expression of both states for these traits.  
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CHAPTER 2- GENOTYPING 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sequencing technologies 

 
 For plant geneticists, sequencing has been used as a tool in functional genomics for 

nearly four decades. Major practical findings of sequencing thus far are in whole-genome 

sequencing, resequencing of target locations, discovery of candidate genes including their 

transcription factored binding sites, and RNA expression profiling (Morozova et al., 2008). It 

started in the late 1970’s with Sanger sequencing, which laid the groundwork for sequence-based 

research. Sanger sequencing, which used four different terminators producing read products of 

different lengths determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, gave us the first sequenced 

human genome (Morozova et al., 2008; Venter et al., 2001). However grand the breakthrough in 

polymer biochemistry, the relatively high error rate, varying read lengths, and low throughput all 

contributed to its obsolescence in the face of new generation sequencers (NGS). The first NGS, 

the 454 GS20 pyrosequencing-based instrument, utilizes emulsion PCR or in-vitro DNA 

amplification process and sequencing-by-synthesis method by measuring the release of inorganic 

pyrophosphate molecules (PPi) every time a nucleotide attached to the complementary template 

strand, producing 1,000 times more reads than Sanger per run. The intensity of a single signal 

measures the number of bases incorporated by the same nucleotide, thus leading to incorrect 

estimates of homopolymeric sequence segments (Morozova et al., 2008). 

 The Illumina sequencer then replaced 454 technology, which is a cloning-free 

amplification process of incorporating adapters to one end of single-stranded DNA templates and 

sequencing in parallel, employing reversible terminators with removable fluorescent molecules. 

Four different colors are used to distinguish between the four different bases and are read 

sequentially from the template to reveal sequence position for each cloned copy of a single-

template molecule. This makes Illumina more effective at sequencing homopolymeric segments 

than pyrosequencing. However, Illumina produces significantly shorter reads (100-300 bp) than 

454 (~500 bp), thus making it difficult to align or detect short sequence repeats (SSRs). A newer 

alternative parallel sequencing technology is ABI/SOLiD, which implements hybridization-

ligation sequencing that uses emulsion PCR amplification process similar to the 454 technique. 
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The amplification products are transferred onto a glass surface where sequencing occurs through 

several rounds of hybridization and ligation of 16 dinucleotide combinations, using four different 

fluorescent dyes, similar to the Illumina sequencing method. Thus, each position is probed or 

identified twice by analyzing color from the dinucleotide product. Thus, dinucleotide reading 

method helps distinguish between a sequencing error and a sequence polymorphism. An error 

would be detected in one ligation reaction where a polymorphism would be detected in both. The 

throughput of ABI/SOLiD is similar to Illumina, with similar read lengths (~50 bp). It does, 

however, have a longer runtime than the Illumina sequencer but is not currently as widely 

available (Liu et al., 2012; Mardis, 2013). 

 

Types of Analysis with Sequencing Data 

 
 There are a variety of purposes to sequencing plant organisms, which in turn may answer 

plant breeding and genetics questions. There are many different types of analysis that can be 

performed using a sequenced genome. Sequencing genomic DNA, as opposed to RNA, including 

bacterial artificial chromosome (BACs) or reduced representation genomes (RRGs) from 

reference genotypes, can reveal information such as expressed sequence tags (ESTs), gene space 

and genome assembly. NGS genomic data allows breeders to identify single-nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNPs) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs) with or without a reference genome. 

Reviewing genomic variation and the creation of molecular markers aids breeders in marker-

assisted selection (MAS), or selecting progenies with favorable known alleles (Varshney et al., 

2009). MAS is used to select desired lines from a large population, without phenotyping plants in 

every generation there by reducing time and cost. An alternative for plant breeders is trait 

mapping using genomic functional markers; it is inexpensively performed by homology studies; 

using a closely related plant or model species to annotate gene function in the target genome.  

 Another common application of NGS genomic data is association mapping by candidate 

gene sequencing or whole genome sequencing. Both types of sequencing are used in population 

studies to identify haplotypes using past recombinant events to identify trait-marker relationships 

using linkage disequilibrium (LD) relationships. Targeted-sequencing methods are performed by 

sequencing pools of PCR amplicons for target candidate trait regions from hundreds of 

genotypes (Varshney et al., 2009). Another method of mapping of whole genomes in population 
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or evolutionary studies is by using recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations needed to observe 

diverse parental traits that have recombined in almost every which way and the associated genes 

controlling traits of interest.  Using parental genotypes and their progeny produces genomes with 

highly conserved areas, which means the genomic diversity in these population can clearly 

pinpoint, for example, a RIL’s phenotypes or traits of interest.  

 Whole genome sequencing using near-isogenic samples and known trait-linked markers 

allows for the identification of new and more complex traits such as quantitative trait loci (QTL). 

Also, knowing whole genome linkage structures and haplotype groups can be used in 

evolutionary biology to visualize wild crossing, introgression and selection (narrowing or 

widening genetic diversity) of new genes/traits into a population. An example of using genomic 

data in evolutionary biology is studying a region of high LD which would be highly conserved 

and less likely to be broken up.  This helps to understand genomic drag of whole segments of the 

genome. The genomic drag region may contain deleterious genes that are carried together with 

genes of interest. Another example of population studies expedited by genome sequencing is 

looking into polyploid species such as allopolyploids to detect SNPs within and between 

genotypes or in autopolyploid SNPs to extract conserved regions of evolutionary importance.  

NGS used to sequence paleopolyploid species, such as soybean, allows researchers the ability to 

distinguish paralogs, duplicated genes, using RRGs and restriction enzymes, in association 

studies (Varshney et al., 2009).   

 A novel use of whole-genome sequencing is the ability to look at the transcriptome, the 

protein coding sequence, by sequencing the cDNA, or complementary DNA or the mRNA. Gene 

expression levels are seen by many plant breeders as the most useful tool for differentiating 

temporally and/or spatially expressed genes. Studying expression and nucleotide polymorphisms 

in the transcriptome has the advantage of annotating novel genes by generating tags independent 

of former annotations but the disadvantage is the amount of sequencing required to obtain a high 

resolution transcriptome and a reference genome to identify such genes and their isoforms 

(Varshney et al., 2009).  Aligning transcriptomes to a reference genome, or cis-alignment, differs 

from alignment to a model homologue species, trans-alignment, because complex structures due 

to alternative splicing can occur leading to incorrect or incomplete transcriptomes, even with 

NGS. Population geneticists can be interested in paralog genes that can be studied by looking at 

3’ untranslated regions (3’-UTR) to distinguish closely related transcripts and thus studying 
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allelic specific functions. 3’-UTR sequencing has more power than EST sequencing at 

identifying individual transcripts that are decreased in redundancy by looking at the reads 

belonging to 3’ UTRs (Morzova et al. 2008). 

 The greater depth achieved from high-throughput NGSs allows for the detection of rare 

RNAs, which helps with transcriptome profiling such as gene discovery and expression analysis, 

and provides more robust coverage (Varshney et al., 2009).  The most novel use of 

transcriptomes is in identifying small noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) that are not translated into a 

protein product. These RNAs are also in categories such as transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal 

RNA (rRNA), small nuclear and nucleolar RNA, microRNA (miRNA) and small interfering 

RNA (siRNA). The miRNA class recently was discovered to have transcriptional and 

posttranscriptional regulation properties in gene expression. However annotating miRNA is 

difficult because of its short size (21 nucleotide long), and distinguishing it from degraded 

products of other non-coding RNAs, ncRNAs. The siRNA class is predominant in plant 

genomes; both siRNA and miRNA function in transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulations, 

but their exact functions are different (Morzova et al. 2008). 

 Outputs of sequencing, as mentioned earlier, generate whole genomes efficiently and 

effectively. The most common use of whole-genome sequencing is the analysis of protein coding 

regions of the genome, such as gene expression and non-coding RNA profiling. However, a 

more unique use of whole-genome sequencing is to identify protein-binding sites on DNA using 

chromatin immunoprecipitation, or ChIP-Seq. This technique utilizes DNA fragments bound to 

specific precipitated proteins. The epigenomic, or the study of heritable gene regulation, 

applications of ChIP-Seq have been used thus far in pinpointing transcription binding sites and 

histone modification trends at a single nucleotide level (Morzova et al. 2008).  Histone 

modification can be detected by observing DNA methylation or post-transcriptional modification 

of histone tails, both of which are known to play a role in gene expression and plant development 

under stress. This method offers less noise and higher resolution than the former technology, 

ChIP-chip, which implements microarray hybridization (Varshney et al., 2009). 
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Genotyping-by-Sequencing 

 
Genotyping by Sequencing (GBS) performed on an Illumina HiSeq sequencer, outputs a 

reduced representation of the highly complex regions, as opposed to repetitive regions, of the 

genome. This is accomplished by using a frequent cutter, restriction endonuclease enzyme such 

as Apek1, which cuts at highly complex regions. The end-point of GBS is to capture gene-coding 

regions of a genome showing allelic frequency and calling genomic variation (Elshire et al., 

2011).  

There are diverse applications of GBS data in plant genetics. Most common applications 

are in the fields of population studies and breeding. Characterizing germplasm and genotyping, 

trait mapping and candidate gene discovery and whole genome sequencing and resequencing 

effort are few of the major uses of GBS. Population geneticists are able to perform kinship 

analysis, even without a reference genome, which uses the newly sequenced samples and 

sequence tags that act as dominant markers to construct a new reference genome. Plant breeders 

can use markers to identify QTLs that link phenotypic traits to more accurately link to genes that 

can be used in genomic selection. An even greater advantage for plant breeders is that GBS 

allows for breeding novel species that have no prior molecular information, since a reference 

genome can be created.  Conservation biologists can use sequenced data to determine population 

structure, even without any prior knowledge of the species’ diversity, since heterozygosity and 

measuring conserved genomic regions between species can be observed (Elshire et al., 2011).  

 With the advent of NGS, the ability to sequence an organism’s genome at a repeatable 

and cost-efficient manner is a possibility. Major benefits to this sequencing method, versus older 

technologies, are that GBS allows for multiplexing samples and uses an inexpensive barcoding 

system. GBS also reduces genome complexity in even large genetically diverse species and has 

the capability of capturing low sequence depth areas of the genome, by using methylation-

sensitive restriction enzymes. Capturing low sequenced area is also done by avoiding repetitive 

regions and increasing sequence depth in low number of copy regions, which simplifies 

alignments especially for genetically diverse species. Another major advantage is that 

sequencing using GBS does not require invariant restriction sites to get a consistent resolution. 

The restriction enzymes used binds to variant parts of the genome capturing consistent resolution 

of protein coding-regions (Elshire et al., 2011). 
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 Sequencing or resequencing genomes is the major application of GBS; variants between 

genotypes are identified by genome-wide scale or by comparison to a reference genome 

(Vashney et al., 2011).  GBS is unique in that it does not require a reference genome, or a well-

developed, high depth genome of the same genus and species one is working on, to be able to 

associate traits within certain genotypes. The pipeline associated with GBS can allow a 

researcher to develop a reference map using restriction cut sites, clustering reads across the 

sequence tag sites to create a reference (Elshire et al., 2011). Genome sequence data, for the 

species of interest, from more than two samples provides efficient confidence to align short reads 

(Vashney et al., 2011).  Relatively increased sequencing quality, base accuracy and multiple 

overlapping reads allows detection of detection of sequence polymorphism for novel and 

sequenced species (Morzova et al., 2008). 

 A few downfalls of GBS still exist. An example is the ability to capture variant regions, 

where to sequence low complexity regions can be difficult because it requires longer range of 

targets or reads to build full scaffolds, contigs and chromosomes. This technology reduces 

complexity by targeting heterotic regions, but if the trait of interest is not in one of the heterotic 

regions than it is harder to find a candidate genomic region (Elshire et al., 2011). Also de novo 

assemble of a novel genome requires higher read depth and multiple reads per location, because 

base call inaccuracies still exists. Short reads created by GBS makes de novo assembly difficult 

in either highly rearranged genome segments or regions of structural variation. However, pair-

end reads, as opposed to single-end reads, which are reads sequenced from both ends of a known 

DNA fragments, helps resolve these issues. Pair-end reads also help identify gene fusion events 

and retro-transposons (Morzova et al. 2008).  

 By using several bioinformatics tools, researchers can use data produced from GBS to 

identify large number of SNPs to analyze species diversity. The increased resolution of SNPs 

allows pinpointing all the SNPs, even the ones with smaller genetic effects, associated with a 

trait. The SNPs cumulatively generate a prediction of the total sum of all genetic effects for a 

trait, even the minor alleles (usually recessive) with minor genetic effect are included. This 

approach captures a greater amount of genetic variance contributed by loci of smaller effects. 

Other specific uses include MAS employed by crop breeders to identify QTL across a genome, 

which then helps, produce genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV), which is how genotypes 

are identified for breeding prior to genotyping (Poland et al., 2012). GBS also can be used to 
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construct haplotypes, through grouping of genotypes that are most similar. One of the greatest 

benefits of the GBS data, especially for novel species, are to create genome wide association 

studies, as described earlier. The bioinformatics tools in general are used to filter low quality 

sequenced reads and sort out using the barcode system, different genotypes and alignment, 

thereby creating series of reads that will make up a whole genome. This is a data-driven method 

to which statistical analysis are performed to answer biological questions.  

 

Molecular Genotyping Studies of Strings 

 Koinange et al. (1996) were the first to study and map the string trait as a domestication 

trait in common bean using a wild bean x domesticated snap bean RI population and observed 

high fiber content in the wild common beans but not in the domesticated snap beans. They found 

a high degree of correlation of string formation with pod wall fiber, which is essential to seed 

dispersal and therefore categorized it as a domestication trait.  Using RFLP markers, lack of pod 

suture (St) was found to be controlled by a single gene and mapped to Pv02. Pod fiber was also 

phenotyped as a qualitative trait and found to be tightly linked to a RFLP marker linked to St and 

may be controlled by the same gene (Koinange et al., 1996). 
 Nanni et al. (2011) defined the term shattering as explosive dehiscence of the legume 

fruit at maturity, which disperses the seed. The role of suture strings in the shattering process is 

unknown, but absence of strings probably reduces shattering ability. Nanni et al. (2011) 

identified, sequenced and studied the SHATTERPROOF homologue in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(AtSHT1) in Phaseolus vulgaris. This gene in A. thaliana is associated with non dehiscent 

siliques. Nanni et al. (2011) discovered the P. vulgaris homologue (PvSH1), on chromosome 6. 

Other plant species that contained orthologous AtSH1 gene are Solanum lycopersicum, 

Medicago trunculuta, Glycine max and Pisum sativum, all expressed in the carpel or ovule of the 

fruit. The working hypothesis is that this gene might control the shattering trait in domesticated 

and wild common beans. The approach to locate PvSHP1in Phaseolus vulgaris was to use two 

expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) found in the Arabidopsis SHP1 gene and BLAST them to the 

common bean genome and using the best hits in Phaseolus to designed primers, amplify and 

target sequencing of the candidate gene in different legume species, including P. vulgaris (Nanni 

et al., 2011). The shatterproof homologue in common bean was a 1,200 base pair (bp) sequence 

with a polymorphism between wild and domesticated species found in the noncoding, putatively 
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intronic region of the candidate gene. However, there was a lack of polymorphism in exons of 

PvSHP1 suggests that this gene is not the basis for this phenotypic difference.  

 Gioia et al. (2012), were interested in the string trait and investigated it through 

interspecies homology studies, similar to the approach of Nanni et al. (2011). In this case, the 

Arabidopsis INDEHISCENT (IND) gene was the target homologue, which has a slightly 

different function then SHATTERPROOF homologue. Indehiscence is a term used for pods with 

low fiber in the vascular bundles in the suture of pods; and in common beans low pod suture 

fiber is classified as being stringless.  However, indehiscence is thought in A. thaliana to be 

caused by a glue-like substance that prevents the sutures from opening and not a lack of fibers. 

The homologue to Arabidopsis’s IND gene in common bean, PvIND, was mapped to Pv02 near 

where St was previously mapped (Koinange et al., 1996). The St marker and PvIND marker were 

found very close together on Pv02, but not in the identical position (Gioia et al., 2012). The lack 

of nucleotide polymorphisms within and around the PvIND locus between the wild and the 

domesticated lines leads to the belief that PvIND may not be the gene involved in the structural 

trait of strings or directly involved in pod shattering. However, PvIND may be a regulatory gene 

or element of St gene and may be linked (Gioia et al., 2012).  

 In more recent studies at Oregon State University, Hagerty (2013) found and mapped 

quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for pod fiber and strings, in a snap x dry bean recombinant inbred 

population. The string QTL mapped to Pv02, with a LOD of 4.83 at the QTL peak. Two single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers for strings flanked this QTL, and using the physical 

map for P. vulgaris, PvIND found by Gioia et al. (2012) was located between the two SNP 

markers. This leads me to believe that this locus maybe the coding region for a regulatory gene 

that controls the stringless trait and may pleiotropically regulate pod fiber. An independent pod 

fiber QTL mapped to Pv04, with a LOD score of 11.9 at the QTLs peak was also identified. This 

region has not been previously associated with any known genes for pod fiber. In the Minuette x 

OSU 5630 recombinant inbred population (Davis et al., 2014), a large QTL for strings and fiber 

was observed on Pv06. Although PvSHP1 is also located on Pv06, it was located about 600 Mb 

from the location of the peak of the QTL. Chromosome six, four and two and their corresponding 

SNP locations have been taken into consideration in this study.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Samples Chosen  
 

 The M1 (B) generation was grown out from the same seeds as M1 (A) for DNA extraction 

to be used in sequencing. The 96 genotypes selected for sequencing were chosen based on the 

M2 generation phenotype; they were fixed or nearly fixed for strings and/or oval phenotype. Out 

of the 11 parental genotypes, 17 off-types were mostly fixed for strings, the remainder were 

obviously heterozygous and were rejected for sequencing. In addition, two off-types were fixed 

for oval pods and were retained for sequencing. From each of the 19 selections, three individuals 

expressing the positive phenotype (presence of strings or oval pods) and three expressing the 

normal phenotype (stringless or round pods) were chosen based on phenotyping prior to DNA 

collection (Table 11). Even though these families were fixed or almost fixed by the M2 

generation, in the M1 there were plants in all cases that showed either the off-type or the normal 

phenotypes. 

 Usually, one of two approaches to GBS is used, 

depending on the type of analysis chosen to implement 

downstream. One would be to quantitatively phenotype the 

trait of interest and use a RI population and its parents to 

search for all loci that contribute to the genetic variance of 

the trait or traits of interest. Another approach, which is more 

similar to what we performed, is to choose homogenous 

individuals from a family/population that is segregating for a 

trait of interest and visualize polymorphisms between the 

individuals corresponding to a specific phenotype of the 

segregating trait. This method is best described as in silico 

bulked segregate analysis. 

 To further reduce variability, only fixed stringy off-

type families with low fiber were analyzed, excluding those 

with high fiber. OT 3 and 4 were included in sequencing 

because they were fixed for oval pods even though they were 

not fixed for strings.   

Table 11. Off-type families, 
from the M1 (B) generation, 
from which 3 stringless and 3 
stringy bean plants were 
chosen to sequence 
 
String  Oval 
OT 01 OT 03 
OT 02 OT 04 
OT 05   
OT 16   
OT 20   
OT 26   
OT 32   
OT 33   
OT 34   
OT 35   
OT 37   
OT 39   
OT 40   
OT 41   
OT 42   
OT 93   
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Sequencing and Recovering Variants  
 

In this section and the remainder of the paper, the term “samples” refers to individual 

genotypes so as to not confuse the term genotype with the homozygosity of a base pair (bp) 

position. DNA was extracted from first or second trifoliate leaves of individual plants using a 

protocol modified from Miklas et al. (1993) as described in appendix -2.  To normalize samples, 

10 $l of DNA adjusted to a 20-$g/$l concentration for each sample was submitted to the Center 

for Genomic Research and Bioinformatics (CGRB) for sequencing. A titration of adapter ligated 

pooled samples to determine the optimal concentration of Apek1 restriction enzyme was 

performed by the CGRB. Illumina HiSeq was used to sequence the samples using single-end 

adapters on a single lane.  

Pre-processing, cleaning up the reads, and processing, alignment to the reference genome 

and calling SNPs, was performed using a string of bioinformatic open-source programs. All 

computational programs used during the following processes were run on the CGRB CentOS 6.5 

Linux cluster. Some programs were available through the CGRB cloud while others were 

downloaded from open source sites.  

First, samples were demultiplexed using an in-house script. This categorized reads by 

sample IDs, using barcodes received from CGRB. Each sample then had a fastq.gz file 

containing all of the reads associated with that sample, resulting in 96 files. If a read had no 

associated barcode it was unassigned and not used for further analysis. Four percent (607 MB) of 

unassigned reads out of a total of 15 GB was removed. Secondly, ‘Cutadapt’ was used to trim 

adapter sequences from the assigned reads using the following parameters: -e at 0.1 (maximum 

allowed error rate), -n at 5 (number of tries to remove adapters in case the adapter appears 

multiple times), -O at 10 (minimum overlap length between the adapter and the sequence), -

match_read_wildcards, which allows for Ns (a subroutine that calls a nucleotide at a position in a 

read without enough confidence in the specific base) in the adapter sequence to still align to 

given adapter sequences and -b, (which checks tail ends of reads for the adapter as well). 

Thirdly, quality trimming was performed using ‘Fastq_quality_trimmer’, from the fastx toolkit to 

filter out erroneous reads using the parameters: -t set as 30 (filtering reads with a quality score 

lower than 30) and -l (set as 40 filtering reads with a length less than 40 bp) (Hannon Lab). After 
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completion of initial processing steps there were approximately 13.7 GB of data remaining 

collectively across all samples. 

Next step was to align the reads to the published reference genome, using the program 

‘BWA-mem’(Li H & Durbin R, 2009a). Because each samples’ reads were grouped separately, 

they were aligned separately with the hope that downstream analysis would be more flexible.  

Approximately 85% of the reads aligned to the P. vulgaris genome, depending on the sample. 

After viewing the total coverage for the 96 samples sequenced using GBS it became apparent 

that there was not enough depth within samples to confidently call SNPs. To alleviate this 

problem, samples were grouped into a set with a stringy phenotype vs. a set with the stringless 

phenotype. The aligned reads of samples were merged used the program ‘samtools merge’(Li et 

al., 2009b). The next step was preparing aligned reads for ‘GATK’, a SNP calling program 

(Skuse & Du, 2008). Alignment files, or binary alignment map (BAM) files, were prepared to be 

further processed by the GATK Unified Genotyper by using the Picard toolkit 

(http://picard.sourceforge.net).  This process included sorting the bam files, marking duplicates, 

building indexes, and adding headers. 

Then SNPs and genotypes were called using the GATK Unified Genotyper. The program 

allowed for the combination of weak single sample calls to discover variation among samples 

with a high degree of confidence. The parameters used to call a SNP were a minimum of 30 

phred score at any position and omit any nucleotide that had a score lower than 20. GATK was 

also used to annotate SNPs by genotype. There were three possible genotypes:  0/0 was a base 

pair at a position homozygous at both alleles and same as the reference genome, 0/1 was a 

heterozygous base pair where one allele was similar to the reference genome and the other a 

variant, and 1/1 was a base pair at a position was homozygous, but both alleles were a variant 

from the reference genome. However, only 0/1 and 1/1 genotypes were retained since 0/0 was 

not considered to be a variant. Then SNPs were filtered again by selecting those that had a phred-

scale genotype quality score of greater than 90 (the phred-scale measures the likelihood of the 

genotyped being called correctly).  

Once genome-wide SNPs and genotypes were called by GATK, the positive (stringy) and 

the negative (stringless) groups were further filtered by removing SNPs that were the same in 

both groups, monomerphic SNPs, using ‘BedTools’ (Quinlan and Hall, 2010).This type of 
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variation was between snap beans and the reference genome and most likely is not the type of 

variation associated with the trait of interest in the two sample pools. 

SNPs were further analyzed by annotation using the program ‘SnpEff’ (Pablo Cingolani 

et al., 2012). ‘SnpEff’ is a genome skimming approach to look for variation. The program 

considers each SNP and annotates them for their expected impact on DNA transcription and 

ultimately their effect on gene function and plant growth and development. In addition, ‘SnpEff’ 

also marked where the SNP was located in the genome, such as within a gene, intron, exon and 

intragenic region, such as translated regions (UTRs). SnpEff’ classified SNPs as silent (no 

change in the amino acid produced), a modifier (a change in the amino acid), or high impact (a 

change in the amino acid and transcript product). The high impact annotations of importance 

were introduction of stop or start codons, removal of stop or start codons, and introduction of 

splice donors and splice acceptors that would likely change the translated protein. By running 

‘SnpEff’, we then were able to rate SNPs based on their quality and the impact, provide a short 

list for high impact SNPs associated with phenotypes.  

 

Common Bean Genome 
 

 P. vulgaris L., accession G19833, genome V1.0 was assembled into 11 chromosomes, 

with 27,197 total loci, 31,638 of protein coding transcripts, and 4,441 alternately spliced 

transcripts, spanning 521.2 Mb out of potentially 587Mb. Transposons made up 41% of the 

genome. The assembled sequenced had 21x coverage. On average, the observed synonymous 

changes in the common bean genome in coding regions was 8.46 x 10-9 substitutions/year 

(Schumtz et al., 2014). G19833 is an Andean dry bean with high fiber content in the pods and 

possessing strings in the pod sutures. Its pods are flat and thin walled. This genotype provided 

the reference genome for the SNP calls in this study.  

 Candidate genes for string and/or fiber have been annotated with RNA-seq, or 

transcriptome data available through Phytozome (www.phytozome.net). Any gene that had 

previously been shown to cause increased fiber production in the suture, including PvIND and 

PvSHT1 and NAC genes (Dong et al., 2014; Gioia et al., 2012; Nanni et al., 2011), was selected 

for comparison to our samples (Table 12). 
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Table 12. Genes and SNPs of interest in the P. vulgaris genome that are associated with pod wall fiber, pod shape and pod suture 

strings.  

P. vulgaris gene SNP SNP annotation A. thaliana gene  A. thaliana function annotation Reference 
Phvul.002G269200 ss715647096 string QTL-start - Histone superfamily protein Hagerty, 2013 

Phvul.002G271000 - - IND1 
basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) DNA-binding  
superfamilyprotein Gioia et al., 2012 

Phvul.002G271700 - - 
anac08,NAC082, 
VNI1 NAC domain containing protien 82  

Phvul.002G273100 - - ANAC104,XND1 xylem NAC domain 1  

Phvul.002G274700 ss715647680 string QTL-stop UVR8 
Regulator of chromosome condensation (RCC1)  
family protein Hagerty, 2013 

Phvul.002G275000 - - ANAC002,ATAF1 
NAC (No Apical Meristem) domain transcriptional  
regulator superfamily protein  

Phvul.004G143100 ss715649262 pod fiber QTL anac057,NAC057 NAC domain containing protein 57 Hagerty, 2013 

Phvul.004G143500 ss715649259 pod fiber QTL 
ATHDG11,EDT1,
HDG11 homeodomain GLABROUS 11 Hagerty, 2013 

Phvul.006G034300 - - AGL1,SHP1 
K-box region and MADS-box transcription factor  
family protein  

Nanni et al., 
2011 

Phvul.006G034400 - - AGL1,SHP1 
K-box region and MADS-box transcription factor  
family protein  

Nanni et al., 
2011 

Phvul.006G067100 ss715647363 pod height - - Davis et al., 2013 
Phvul.006G068800 ss715639529 pod width - Mannose-binding lectin superfamily protein Davis et al., 2013 

Phvul.006G071100 ss715641313 strings - - Davis et al., 2013 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SNP Variation Data  
 

The overall idea in the GBS approach was to use an in silico bulked segregant analysis 

approach, where we looked for SNPs that had one base pair in one pool and a different base pair 

in the other pool. By using a number of individuals of each phenotype, we would expect only 

those SNPs within, upstream or downstream of an altered gene to show this pattern. It became 

evident that this strategy was not feasible because of a lack of sequencing depth on an individual 

sample basis with GBS. The depth within the individual 96 samples was low, however the 

overall depth was very high. This made it very appropriate to use GATK pipeline. GATK was 

chosen over Tassel 3.0 because downstream analysis becomes much easier with the raw vcf 

(variant call format) instead of a haplotype map file (Bradbury et al., 2007). Haplotype calling 

was not part of the analysis and is difficult to do effectively given qualitative data from multiple 

small populations.   

 Two hundred and eleven million reads and about 19 Mega-bases (Mb), about 2 million 

reads per sample, was outputted from the sequencer. The total amount of SNPs shared by both 

pools, also called monomorphic SNPs, was 150,105 SNPs. A total of 38,936 SNPs distributed 

across the genome were obtained when the stringless pool was compared with the reference 

genome. Likewise 31,212 were found in the stringy sample pool. These SNPs are portrayed as a 

density map (Fig. 9) where stringless pool SNPs have negative values and stringy pool SNPs are 

positive. Since the genome is conservative and does not have frequent variants, SNPs were 

grouped into 100Kb blocks and are represented as single data points starting from the start to the 

end of the chromosome and grouped by chromosome. These graphs were visually inspected for 

evidence of differential SNP density between the two sample pools. As found with other 

organisms, SNP density increases in the chromosome arms, typically areas of high 

recombination. In contrast, chromosomes 3 and 6 showed more even distribution high-density 

regions. None of the chromosomes show significant polymorphisms between pooled samples. 

This could be because instead of using one family to analyze the trait of interest, which would 

also have multiple conserved regions, not associated with the trait; we used several individual 

plants from multiple genotypes across both centers of domestication, which increased amount of 

non-significant polymorphisms to the string trait. 
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Figure 9. Density map of total SNPs by chromosome from a genotype by sequencing analysis in P. vulgaris. SNPs represent two pools 
where those with negative loadings are from the stringless pool and those with positive values represent the stringy pool.  
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Figure 9. (continued). 
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Figure 9. (continued). 
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Figure 9. (continued). 
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Figure 9. (continued). 
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Figure 9. (continued). 
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SNPs were annotated and further reduced to only the high impact ones using the program 

‘SnpEff’. This program identified SNPs that had a significant impact on the gene itself, where 

gene expression and function is potentially altered. This filtering step reduced the SNPs called 

from 38,936 and 31,212 to 43 and 41, negative and positive groups, respectively (Tables 13 and 

14).  

Table 13. High Impact SNPs identified in a set of snap bean genotypes. The pooled samples 
represented the negative or stringless pod group.  

Gene Annotation1  Position2 Reference 
Base3 

Variant 
Base4 

Depth per 
Allele5 

Probability of 
Genotype6 

SNP Effect7 

Phvul.001G144300 39457576 C A 18,9 261,0,659 stop_gained 
Phvul.001G101700 23494589 G T 4,3 93,0,143 splice_site_acceptor 
Phvul.002G031000 3205429 T A 21,6 141,0,710 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G060500 6524006 G T 14,6 170,0,494 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G230300 39608718 G A 11,6 194,0,410 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.002G270100 43495655 C A 39,8 177,0,1451 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G328800 48724757 T A 10,4 114,0,324 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.003G129800 31830345 A T 7,4 123,0,200 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G158000 36334436 G T 49,8 140,0,1719 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G176100 38754057 G T 42,9 194,0,1548 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G230100 45053686 T A 33,8 182,0,1221 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G289300 51516693 C A 8,7 224,0,275 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G251700 47922229 G T 3,4 128,0,97 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G245800 47143389 A T 28,5 93,0,1059 stop_gained 
Phvul.004G169200 45068128 T G 5,3 100,0,177 stop_gained 
Phvul.005G053000 6895834 T A 9,8 222,0,300 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.006G003100 987845 T A 11,4 102,0,363 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.006G050200 16466946 C A 35,6 108,0,1273 stop_lost 
Phvul.007G004900 376687 A C 3,4 145,0,100 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.007G035900 2883195 T A 34,6 104,0,1264 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G041000 3296571 A C 16,11 378,0,574 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G094800 9848324 T A 31,7 153,0,1092 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G161600 38986019 T A 9,5 151,0,313 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G175800 41124608 C A 76,10 124,0,2892 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G046200 3692012 T A 7,3 93,0,259 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G072200 6589271 C G 32,5 93,0,1217 splice_site_acceptor 
Phvul.008G118200 14866874 C A 35,6 108,0,1317 stop_gained 
Phvul.008G220000 53257681 T A 7,4 121,0,249 stop_gained 
Phvul.008G277300 58529599 G T 19,17 132,0,92 stop_gained 
Phvul.008G157900 40161247 G T 5,3 90,0,181 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G001100 346846 G T 25,7 171,0,930 stop_gained 
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Table 13. (continued).  
 
Gene Annotation1  Position2 Referenc

e Base3 
Variant 
Base4 

Depth per 
Allele5 

Probability of 
Genotype6 

SNP Effect7 

Phvul.009G003000 569255 A T 24,9 248,0,829 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G084800 13427567 C A 13,4 103,0,469 splice_site_acceptor 
Phvul.009G136400 20018182 A T 12,4 101,0,405 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G160700 23250795 G T 9,5 144,0,326 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G223200 33058039 T A 8,7 243,0,282 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G248900 36186492 C A 74,13 236,0,2658 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G260800 37304379 G C 25,5 92,0,926 splice_site_acceptor 
Phvul.010G134300 40632477 T A 16,6 160,0,564 stop_gained 
Phvul.010G146600 41789616 G T 4,5 165,0,133 stop_gained 
Phvul.010G147400 41842176 G T 8,4 134,0,262 stop_gained 
Phvul.011G076200 7040742 A G 6,3 96,0,199 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.L006500 9385 G T 5,3 91,0,180 stop_gained 
1Gene annotated through homology to Arabidopsis on Phytzome database. 2SNP Position on the genome. 3Base as seen in one 
of the two alleles, that appears in the reference genome. 4SNP or variant base that differs than the reference genome at that 
position. 5Number of reads for each SNP allele. 6Phred scale probability of 0/0, 1/1, or 0/1/ 7SNP effect on the codon it falls 
into, these are high impacting, or it most likely changes gene function.  
!
Table 14. High impact SNPs identified in a set of snap bean genotypes. The pooled samples 
represented the positive or stringy pod group.  
 
Gene Annotation1  Position2 Referenc

e Base3 
Variant 
Base4 

Depth per 
Allele5 

Probability of 
Genotype6 

SNP Effect7 

Phvul.001G184400 44952973 C A 9,4 115,0,308 stop_gained 
Phvul.001G216200 47952019 C A 68,11 186,0,2592 stop_gained 
Phvul.001G232300 49319190 C A 32,6 116,0,1201 stop_gained 
Phvul.001G236000 49646307 C A 23,6 137,0,835 stop_gained 
Phvul.001G032300 3124292 G T 50,7 97,0,1890 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G038000 3670755 C A 6,5 156,0,212 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G058500 6120322 C A 34,8 193,0,1271 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G143400 27927955 C A 9,9 294,0,313 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G043300 4086672 G T 3,3 98,0,103 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G048200 4499996 A T 4,3 95,0,137 stop_gained 
Phvul.002G026900 2865304 C A 39,6 94,0,1461 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G085300 14454215 C A 8,7 228,0,258 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G130200 31930004 C A 16,5 121,0,558 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G212800 42805009 C A 23,5 107,0,853 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G220100 43703318 G T 8,4 118,0,278 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G235700 45793329 C A 17,6 159,0,591 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G268800 49512678 G T 5,4 130,0,141 stop_gained 
Phvul.003G180900 39235373 G T 3,3 98,0,104 start_lost 
Phvul.003G075700 11734959 G T 3,3 96,0,106 stop_gained 
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Table 14. (Continued)  
 
Gene Annotation1  Position2 Referenc

e Base3 
Variant 
Base4 

Depth per 
Allele5 

Probability of 
Genotype6 

SNP Effect7 

Phvul.004G038300 4260303 G T 7,4 120,0,236 stop_gained 
Phvul.004G057900 7727070 G T 32,6 115,0,1193 stop_gained 
Phvul.004G059500 7996674 T A 35,6 107,0,1267 stop_gained 
Phvul.005G128700 35321484 A T 8,4 117,0,284 stop_gained 
Phvul.005G141200 37007088 G C 5,4 140,0,177 stop_gained 
Phvul.006G005700 1965930 C A 32,8 188,0,1190 stop_gained 
Phvul.006G113700 22907988 G T 14,4 99,0,493 stop_gained 
Phvul.006G120300 23542898 A T 3,3 98,0,106 stop_gained 
Phvul.006G110900 22671626 C A 28,5 93,0,1023 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G099200 10609188 C A 22,5 109,0,742 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G107400 12986985 T A 3,4 129,0,99 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G130300 30185808 T A 29,6 133,0,1077 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G197000 43683019 C A 25,7 162,0,901 stop_gained 
Phvul.007G275200 51292683 G T 35,6 106,0,1284 stop_gained 
Phvul.008G087600 8753181 C A 14,9 276,0,473 stop_gained 
Phvul.008G260900 57345026 G T 9,4 114,0,296 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G004500 859524 G T 10,5 146,0,363 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G047800 9174920 C A 35,7 143,0,1294 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G084200 13303649 G T 11,5 142,0,365 stop_gained 
Phvul.009G084900 13447017 T A 9,4 109,0,311 splice_site_donor 
Phvul.009G167100 24377485 T A 31,6 114,0,1132 stop_gained 
Phvul.011G062600 5436478 G T 28,7 163,0,1044 start_lost 
1Gene annotated through homology to Arabidopsis on Phytzome database. 2SNP Position on the genome. 3Base as seen in one 
of the two alleles, that appears in the reference genome. 4SNP or variant base that differs than the reference genome at that 
position. 5Number of reads for each SNP allele. 6Phred scale probability of 0/0, 1/1, or 0/1/ 7SNP effect on the codon it falls 
into, these are high impacting, or it most likely changes gene function. 

 

 Tables 13 and 14 portray the annotated gene into which the high impact SNPs fell, SNP 

position, the reference versus the variant base, the sequencing depth at the position of each allele, 

the probability of each of the genotypes (0/0, 1/1, 0/1) and the genomic effect of the SNP on the 

codon it affects as outputted by GATK.  Depth per allele is the number of reads for each of the 

alleles, in this case two alleles. The probability of genotype was calculated using only “good 

bases”, that satisfied minimum base quality, mapping read quality and pair mapping quality. The 

values are based on a Phred scale where SNPs with a probability of less than 30 were eliminated.  

The SNP effect is a prediction of a locus change when the variant is transcribed. SNP 

effects are one of the factors, other than depth and quality, which categorizes these 
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polymorphisms as having high impact. The six observed SNP effect categories are stop lost, stop 

gained, start lost, start gained, splice site donor and splice site acceptor. The first four are self-

explanatory, the locus either loses or gains a start or stop codon. A donor site refers to the 5’ end 

and an acceptor site to the 3’ end of an intron, which are needed for splicing a locus during pre-

processing translation. The splice donor site usually contains invariant GU sequence (falling into 

intragenic region in a pre-process transcript for splicing) and falls within a larger conserved 

region and the splice acceptor site terminates an intron with an invariant AG sequence. When 

SNPs occur in these conserved areas, used for splice signaling, a cryptic splice site is activated, 

meaning a mature RNA can have a missing exon, which can lead to a deletion in the final protein. 

All the above groupings of SNP impacts help predict which genes are no longer functioning as 

originally annotated. However if the gene affected is a regulatory element and not structural, then 

any type of SNP may be of importance.   

 

Homology Study  
 

 The common bean genome, like that of many other plants, has been annotated using 

homology studies with the model species A. thaliana. Our approach was to use homology studies 

on genes related to fiber or string formation to search for candidate genes and their 

polymorphisms within my samples. This study examined the two groups of low fiber content 

samples, stringy and stringless, and the polymorphisms between them with previously studied 

candidate genes controlling strings or high fiber. Also of interest were previously reported SNPs 

associated with QTL for strings and fiber (Table 2). 

 

Shatterproof 

 In the homology to shatterproof study, Nanni et al. (2011) stated that legume species 

possess greater nucleotide diversity in the intron regions, especially in the Phaseolus family and 

that coding regions have remained conserved across the species of this family. When annotating 

PvSHP1, all of the polymorphisms found were in intronic regions and those polymorphisms 

probably did not cause changes in gene function that altered phenotype.  

 Two closely linked P. vulgaris genes have been annotated as SHP1, Phvul.006G034300 

and Phvul.006G034400 (Table 12). These gene models are adjacent to one another and are 
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probably part of the same unigene. It was of interest to me to determine whether there were any 

SNPs, and if they were high impacting SNPs and whether the ‘SnpEff’ annotation within these 

two genes revealed changes in gene function. Phvul.006G034300 gene had two SNPs in the 

upstream region of the stringy and none in the stringless samples. Phvul.006G034400 had three 

SNPs in the stringless samples downstream of the gene and none in the stringy samples. These 

were not high impact SNPs so suggest it is unlikely that PvSHP1 was related to the strings trait, 

although the gene is regulatory and not structural.!

!

Indehiscent 

 Gioia et al. (2012) studied the INDEHISCENT (IND) locus that was homologous to 

AtIND, which controls silique shattering in Arabidopsis.  The purpose of their study was to find 

a candidate gene for St. However there were no polymorphisms between high and low fiber 

phenotypes, which suggests that this locus is not the underlying cause for strings (Goia et al., 

2012). The PvIND has been annotated as Phvul.002G271000. I wanted to see if there were any 

significant, or even high impacting, SNPs within the gene between the stringless and stringy 

groups.  

 The IND gene also falls within the string QTL mapped by Hagerty (2013). There were no 

high impacting SNPs within a region between two previously identified flanking SNPs. There 

was a significant SNP downstream of the region associated with the stringy group. The stringless 

group had a synonymous exonic SNP within this gene that the stringy did not possess.   

 

Other Candidates 

 The other genes of interest are associated with previous studies that identified markers 

and/or SNPs for either string or pod characteristics including width, height (ratio of width to 

height determines pod cross-sectional shape) and pod fiber (Table 12). Another set of genes are 

those within the region bounded by the two SNPs flanking the string QTL on Pv02. This region 

includes the previously described IND as well as a NAC regulatory gene. The genes in between 

the string QTL were included because they had annotated genes that suggest association with the 

string trait. 

A pod fiber QTL was located to Pv04 in a snap x dry bean cross (Hagerty, 2013). The 

genes within the pod fiber QTL were not analyzed. The genes between pod height and strings 
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markers, which pod width marker falls between, were also excluded because it spans about 

500Kb and contains about 40 genes. The genes flanked by SNP markers were examined.  

 In chromosome 2, the string QTL flanking marker in Phvul.002G269200, did not have 

polymorphisms in either groups, Phvul.002G271700 in this QTL peak had a downstream SNP in 

the stringy and not the stringless sample set. Phvul.002G273100 in this QTL peak had a SNP 

downstream in the stringy and not the stringless samples as well. Phvul.002G274700 in this QTL 

peak had no polymorphisms and the last gene in the string QTL, Phvul.002G275000, had a SNP 

downstream in the stringy and not the stringless samples. These SNPs do not have a predicted 

amino acid alteration, however we did observe that SNPs in a 5Kb downstream region were 

present in every stringy sample but were lacking in the stringless samples. !

! The two flanking markers for pod fiber QTL on chromosome 4 showed some 

polymorphisms. Phvul.004G143100 contained one of the flanking markers and showed two 

SNPs downstream in stringy and stringless groups. There were also four SNPs in the 

downstream region, one SNP in the upstream region and one SNP that was a synonymous base 

change in a stop codon and four intronic SNPs. Phvul.004G143500 at the other end of the pod 

fiber QTL had a SNP in the intronic region in the stringy group and in the stringless group there 

was 3’ UTR region and a non-synonymous coding or exonic region.   

 Phvul.006G067100 and Phvul.006G068800, corresponding to the markers for pod height 

and pod width, respectively on Pv04, showed no SNPs in string or stringless samples. This 

suggests a conserved region that does not contribute to string or pod fiber formation, at least in 

our samples.  

 Phvul.006G071100 found within a string and fiber QTL on Pv06, has an exonic and a 

synonymous stop in stringy samples and two intronic SNPs, one of which is in a splice site donor 

region, was found in the stringless region. 

 Any exonic, or protein coding region could be important to gene function, but since it 

does not change the amino acid it is less likely.  Synonymous exonic SNPs can affect potential 

miRNA binding sites; hence regulation process can be disrupted. Upstream SNPs could affect 

transcription factors, but again no amino acid change seen. Intron and downstream SNPs might 

change splicing of the gene and therefore gene function. 
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Candidate NAC regulatory locus 

 Soybean, has been extensively studied and its genome annotated. In a recent study, a 

shattering-resistant trait was found with highly lignified fiber cap calls (FCC) in the abscission 

layer that lays untouched in the pod ventral suture in soybean. SHATTERING1-5 (SHAT1-5) 

was annotated and functionality studies show that this gene activates secondary wall biosynthesis 

and promotes thickening of FCC secondary walls at an expression level 15 times higher in 

domesticated soybean versus wild accessions of soybean (Dong et al., 2014). The relatedness of 

soybean to common bean suggests that a no apical meristem (NAC) gene regulating PvSHAT1 

gene could also exist. To test this hypothesis, it was appropriate to immediately begin looking for 

similar genes within the reference genome. It is important to note that the reference genome is a 

dry-bean with fibrous pods (but lacking the shattering ability of a wild bean), would show 

different expression from the snap bean genotypes used in the present study. 

 To find a homologous gene in the P. vulgaris genome, we BLASTed (with default 

parameters) the nucleotide sequence of SHAT1-5 from Glycine max against the P. vulgaris 

genome. Three hits to the same region of chromosome 10 were obtained, corresponding to 

chromosome 16 in soybean.  Table 15 shows the results using the soybean NAC gene (SHAT1-

5) as the query against P. vulgaris reference genome. The longest hit had an extremely small e-

value, showing that it was unlikely that the match was due to chance. To search for the gene in 

the annotated P. vulgaris genome, it seemed reasonable to use the best hit and look for an 

intersecting gene. The gene was found in the P. vulgaris 1.0 transcriptome. The gene 

Phvul.010G118700 is found in this region and has the same functional annotation as the NAC 

gene in soybean.  

Table 15. Blast results with Glycine max gene SHAT1-5 as query  

 

Start pos. Stop pos. Score Expect Identities Gaps Strand 

38726005 38725062 634 bits 1e-179 884/1127 109/1127 Negative 

38726662 38726318 540 bits 3e-151 407/459 22/459 Negative 

38727209 38726891 375 bits 9e-102 383/461 47/461 Negative 

!
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 The next step when accessing this homologous gene was to determine if there are any 

high-impact polymorphic SNPs between stringy and stringless phenotypes. There were no 

polymorphic SNPs of any kind in the homologous NAC gene. This suggests that this specific 

region of the genome is conserved within all of the sequenced off-types. Although there was no 

polymorphic SNPs between phenotypes, there were four monomorphic SNPs (same between 

pools but different from reference genome), in both groups of samples and these SNPs had high 

confidence scores and extreme depth within coding regions of the genes. Furthermore, two of the 

SNPs out of four are almost entirely homozygous, 1/1, or found in both of the alleles. This 

suggests that there is a conserved polymorphism between common bean and snap bean, which 

are specifically low in pod fiber content, and the reference genome, phenotyped as high in pod 

fiber content. 

CONCLUSION 
For the genomics portion of the research, we used a genotyping by sequencing approach 

to generating SNPs from a number of normal and off-type snap bean genotypes to try to find 

SNPs associated with a stringless/stringy pod phenotype. After SNPs were obtained, they were 

subjected to a set of filters to reduce numbers and complexity. The filters included eliminating 

those in both the stringless and stringy pools that were identical to the reference genome and 

further selecting those that were predicted to alter gene expression and function (high impact 

SNPs). A two-fold strategy was then pursued to associate high impact SNPs with phenotype. 

One approach was to determine if any high impact SNPs were found near previously identified 

candidate genes and QTL of interest. The second approach was to examine the entire genome 

and look for high impact SNPs that varied by pooled samples.  

 There were multiple candidate regions of interest for the string trait, including IND, 

SHP1 and SHAT1-5, from previous studies conducted on pod shattering or dehiscence in 

soybean and A. thaliana. The corresponding genes had not been annotated for strings, but 

anecdotal data suggests that the lack of pod shattering was associated with stringless pods 

(Koinange et al., 1996) for St and the region in which INDEHISCENT was located. Other 

regions of interest included two string QTLs, pod fiber and pod dimensions (Hagerty, 2013; 

Davis et al., 2014). However, using functional SNP annotations, no high impact SNPs were 

found within, upstream or downstream of these genes.  
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 The genome as a whole was examined to see whether or not polymorphisms between 

pooled string samples against pooled stringless samples could narrow new regions of interest. 

After filtering for quality of SNPs, depth and functionality of SNPs, such as loss of function due 

to genomic polymorphisms, there were 43 candidate regions in stringless and 41 in stringy, 

spanning the whole genome (Table 13 and 14).  

 If one believes to be true the most parsimonious hypothesis for strings and ovals where 

the normal type is dominant, then one does not need to invoke transposons to explain the 

reversion and spontaneous mutation works much better. It is in fact rather difficult because it 

would be a case of transposons somehow preferentially jumping into the same gene to interrupt 

function and I don't believe that there are any reports where transposons target a particular site. 

Transposons may be a good explanation in cases where a reversion is from a recessive to a 

dominant state but to my knowledge, none of the high frequency reversions show this pattern. In 

this case, one would assume that the transposon is present in the gene, such as a gene in the 

stringless QTL on Pv02, and disrupts expression, but then occasionally excises and restores 

function.  
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Future Efforts in Candidate Gene Discovery 
!

Pod suture strings have been treated as a qualitative trait by many researchers. Sometimes 

they recognized the quantitative nature of the trait but then forced their data into qualitative 

segregation ratios. We used a qualitative classification method but found that strings varied 

quantitatively, and in hindsight, it would have been better to use a quantitative scale to evaluate 

this trait. The method used by Hagerty (2013) to calculate a ratio of string length to pod length is 

a step in the right direction. In addition, assessing the strength of the string (“hard” vs. “soft” or 

“weak”) may be important. During the course of this work we discovered that some strings are 

“hard” in that they run the entire length of the pod suture and are noticeable when pods are eaten. 

In other cases “soft” strings were observed, which often produce a partial string that disintegrates 

easily and is unnoticeable when eaten. This type of string is often found in fresh market types of 

snap beans, which have inherently higher pod wall fiber content (J.R. Myers, personal 

communication). Differentiating between these string types may help alleviate some of the 

confusion surrounding this trait. Some histology has been performed on snap bean pods to 

examine string formation (Prakken, 1934), but newer techniques are now available that may shed 

additional light on string formation in the different types. Applying a quantitative approach and 

histology to study of strings would help to develop a standardized phenotyping method. 

Since the proposed model of stringlessness is that of dominant gene, and the recently 

described candidate genes for SHATTERPROOF and the NAC soybean shattering gene, are 

regulatory gene, stringlessness in common bean may be conditioned by a regulatory gene. The 

advancement of the off-types to achieve fixation would help answer the questions of the mode of 

inheritance, including if these models are different in different backgrounds. I would choose 

equal amounts of off-type families from both Mesoamerican and Andean centers of 

domestication. The identification of several off-type sets that have different characteristics, such 

as string and low fiber alone, string and high fiber alone, oval and low fiber etc., may potentially 

reveal the complexity of downstream genetics and make the analysis more interesting. Different 

inheritance patterns might be observed, for example. Similarly, if the study was conducted under 

different environment conditions, such as varying temperature regimes, differential expression of 

various gene models might be observed. Expressivity of the trait could be examined, including 

the genetic analysis of gene regulation.  
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 In terms of genomics investigations, additional sequencing studies are needed to 

decrease the complexity observed within the genome for the traits of interest. Deep sequencing 

of a single off-type and its corresponding normal parental genotype that have been characterized 

with quantitative string data would reduce variation and increase precision. This method can be 

used to associate traits with genes, and to study their varying impact on the trait. Markers can be 

identified that exhibit differences from the reference genome and can be developed for marker-

assisted selection.  

 De novo gene finder programs do exist that might be used to identify high impact SNPs 

that suggests a gain of function when compared to the reference genome (because of its 

dominant inheritance, stringlessness may represent a gain of function relative to strings). 

However, these tools rely heavily on homology to known gene ontologies, which may or may 

not share phenotype across species. Gene ontologies are known gene families which all share 

conserved region and function. Typically these programs will annotate the gene even if a start 

codon does not exist (ie ATT instead of ATG). This is because it is impossible to make a claim 

that a gene does not exist (or is non-functional) just due to a lack of a start codon. Different 

regulatory measures could be affecting the gene (such as transcriptional and post-transcriptional 

regulations from non-coding RNAs or link-RNAs; or factors triggering enzymes etc.). If there 

was the case that some gene started it’s reading frame at ATT, ‘SnpEff’ would mark any SNP in 

the gene (it only looks at SNPs) with a warning that the gene does not contain a start codon. It 

may be however, that the gene is truly nonfunctional. To get beyond what is already in the 

published transcriptome, mRNA data, typically with RNA-Seq is required. At the DNA and 

RNA level, gene functionality cannot be assessed and one must look at protein function. The 

change of an amino acid is just suggestive; and this can be why annotated markers for traits are 

sometimes “leaky”, or not associated with a trait.  

RNA-Seq data could be used as an additional filtering step by retaining only those 

candidate genes associated with SNPs that show high levels of expression in young to mature 

pods in the stringless samples but not in the stringy samples. RNA-Seq data are available for the 

reference genome (P. McClean, NDSU) but because the reference genome is likely to show 

levels of RNA expression because it is stringy, it would be useful to obtain such data from 

stringy and stringless near-isogenic lines and search for pod associated genes that are 

differentially expressed.   
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Studying the differential expressions of genes under different temperatures might also 

shed light on the hardiness of the string.  An additional step would be the analysis mRNA read 

depth in selected regions of the genome. With differential expression tools, highly expressed 

transcripts can be aligned to the genome and the trait of interest and gene expression can be 

correlated. For example, under certain conditions, when the stringless trait is present, these genes 

are up-regulated comparative to the control plants that do not have the stringless trait. It should 

be noted that no further functional gene annotation could be made at this step but differential 

transcript expressing can add to a body of evidence that a locus is transcribed when the trait of 

interest is expressed, and that the two are related.  

Targeted sequencing of candidate genes and regions near QTL is another approach to 

demonstrating trait expression is related to a particular candidate gene. The use of targeted 

sequencing is, however, dependent on more concisely delineating regions of interest. Near-

isogenic stringless and stringy genotypes would be sequenced and candidate regions of interest 

compared.  

It’s important to note that variation for strings and other off-types may not occur at the 

genomic level, within the genes controlling the phenotype that results in a change of trait. If a 

trait is not controlled at the genomic or transcriptomic level, then epigenetic sequencing 

technologies, such as ChIP-Seq, could shed light on the control of string formation. The 

complexity and lack of definitive knowledge we have about this trait made it difficult to design 

an appropriate experiment(s) at present.  
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APPENDIX-1 
Nomenclature on the M0 plants: (maybe in the index or here in the materials and methods): 
 
Example of a single M0 plants’ nomenclature: OT 1 a: first plant in four plants of OR91G. 

CULTIVAR OT   
91G05-10-1R 1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-2R 32 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 a/b/c/d 

 
 
Nomenclature on the M1A plants: (maybe in the index or here in the materials and methods): 
 
Example of a single M1 plants’ nomenclature: OT 1 A-1: first plants in sixteen plant of OR91G. 

CULTIVAR OT 
  91G05-10-1R 1 A 1/2/3/4 

91G05-10-1R 
 

B 1/2/3/4 
91G05-10-1R 

 
C 1/2/3/4 

91G05-10-1R 
 

D 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-05-1R 2 A 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-05-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-05-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-05-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-02-1R 3 A 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-02-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-02-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-02-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-02-2R 4 A 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-02-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-02-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-02-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-05-4R 5 A 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-05-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

4911-05-05-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
4911-05-05-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 
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5402-1R 6 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-1 7 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-1 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-1 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07/7-1R 8 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07/7-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07/7-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07/7-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-2 9 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-2 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-2 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-2 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-077-3 10 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-077-3 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-077-3 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-077-3 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-11-1R 11 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-11-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-11-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-11-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-2R 12 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-2R 13 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-3R 14 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-077-3R 15 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-077-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-077-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-077-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-4R 16 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-4R 17 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 
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5402-07-07-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-5R 18 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-5R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-6R 19 A 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-6R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5402-07-07-6R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5402-07-07-6R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5566-1-1R 20 A 1/2/3/4 
5566-1-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5566-1-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5566-1-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5600-2R 21 A 1/2/3/4 
5600-1R 22 A 1/2/3/4 
5600-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5600-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5600-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5600-3R 23 A 1/2/3/4 
5600-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5600-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5600-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5600-4R 24 A 1/2/3/4 
5600-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5600-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5600-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5600-9R 25 A 1/2/3/4 
5600-9R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5600-9R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5600-9R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4 26 A 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4-1R 28 A 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-5-1R 27 A 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-5-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-5-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-5-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4-2R 28b A 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 
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NY6020-4-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4-10R 29 A 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-10R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

NY6020-4-10R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
NY6020-4-10R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

GRI2_1_1R 30 A 1/2/3/4 
GRI2_1_2R 31 A 1/2/3/4 
GRI2_1_2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

GRI2_1_2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-2R 32 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-3R 33 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-4R 34 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-5R 35 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-5R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-5R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-5R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-6R 36 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-6R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-6R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-6R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-7R 37 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-7R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-7R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-7R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-8R 38 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-9R 39 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-9R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-9R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-9R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-10R 40 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-10R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-10R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-10R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 
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5446-1-11R 41 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-11R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-11R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-11R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-16R 42 A 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-16R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

5446-1-16R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
5446-1-16R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-1R 44 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-2R 43 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-5R 45 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-5R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-6R 46 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-6R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-6R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-6R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-3R 47 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-7R 48 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-7R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-7R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-10R 49 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-10R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-10R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-10R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-8R 50 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-8R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-8R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-8R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-9R 51 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-9R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-11R 52 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-11R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-11R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-11R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 
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C^U-1-12R 53 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-14R 54 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-14R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-14R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-14R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-15R 55 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-15R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-15R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-15R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-16R 56 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-16R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-16R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-16R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-17R 57 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-17R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-17R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-17R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-18R 58 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-18R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-18R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-18R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-19R 59 A 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-19R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-19R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
C^U-1-19R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

C^U-1-20R 60 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-RR 61 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-RR 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-RR 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-RR 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-1R 62 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-1R 63 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-1R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-1R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-1R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-2R 64 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-2R 65 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
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DJV1-01-2R 
 

D 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-2R 66 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-2R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-2R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-2R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-3R 67 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-3R 69 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-3R 68 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-3R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-3R 70 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-3R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-3R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-4 71 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-4R 72 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-4R 73 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-4R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-4R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-4R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-5 74 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-5 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-5R 75 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-5R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-5R 76 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-5R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-5R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-5R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-6 77 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-6 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-6 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-6R 78 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-6R 79 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-6R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-6R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-6R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 
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DJV2-01-7 80 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-7 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-7R 81 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-7R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-7R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-7R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-8 82 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-8R 83 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-8R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-8R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-8R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-8R 84 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-8R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-8R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-8R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-9 85 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-9 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-9 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-9 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-9R 86 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-9R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-9R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-9R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-9R 87 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-9R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-02-9R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-02-9R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-10 88 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-10 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-10 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-10 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-10R 89 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-10R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-10R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-10R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-11 90 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-11 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-11 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-11 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-11R 91 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-11R 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV1-01-11R 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV1-01-11R 

 
D 1/2/3/4 
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DJV2-01-12 92 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-12 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-12 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-12 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-13 93 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-13 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-13 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-13 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-15 94 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-15 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-15 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-15 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-16 95 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-16 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-16 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-16 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-17 96 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-19 97 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-19 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-19 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-19 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-20 98 A 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-20 

 
B 1/2/3/4 

DJV2-01-20 
 

C 1/2/3/4 
DJV2-01-20 

 
D 1/2/3/4 

!

Nomenclature on the M1B plants: (maybe in the index or here in the materials and methods): 
 
Example of a single M1B plants’ nomenclature: OT 1 a: first plant in sixteen plant of OR91G. 
 
CULTIVAR OT   
91G05-10-1R 1 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 A/B/C/D 
4911-05-05-1R 2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 A/B/C/D 
4911-05-02-1R 3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 A/B/C/D 
4911-05-02-2R 4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 A/B/C/D 
4911-05-05-4R 5 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 A/B/C/D 
5402-07/7-1R 8 a/b/c/d 
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5402-07/7-1R 8 A/B/C/D 
5402-07-11-1R 11 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 A/B/C/D 
5402-07-07-2R 12 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 A/B/C/D 
5402-077-3R 15 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 A/B/C/D 
5402-4R 16 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 A/B/C/D 
5402-07-07-4R 17 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 A/B/C/D 
5402-07-07-5R 18 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-6R 19 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 A/B/C/D 
NY6020-4-1R 26 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 A/B/C/D 
NY6020-4-2R 28 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 A/B/C/D 
NY6020-4-10R 29 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-2R 32 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-2R 32 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-3R 33 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-4R 34 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-4R 34 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-5R 35 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-6R 36 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-7R 37 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-9R 39 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-10R 40 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-11R 41 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 A/B/C/D 
5446-1-16R 42 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 A/B/C/D 
C^U-1-1R 44 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 A/B/C/D 
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C^U-1-7R 48 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-10R 49 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 A/B/C/D 
C^U-1-18R 58 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-18R 58 A/B/C/D 
C^U-1-19R 59 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-19R 59 A/B/C/D 
DJV1-01-RR 61 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 A/B/C/D 
DJV1-01-1R 62 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 A/B/C/D 
DJV1-01-3R 67 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-6 77 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-8R 83 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-8R 83 A/B/C/D 
DJV2-02-8R 84 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 A/B/C/D 
DJV2-01-10 88 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-10 88 A/B/C/D 
DJV2-01-13 93 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 A/B/C/D 
DJV2-01-16 95 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-16 95 A/B/C/D 

 

Nomenclature on the M2 plants: (maybe in the index or here in the materials and methods): 
 
Example of a single M2 plants’ nomenclature: OT 1 A-1 a: first plants in about 30 plants of 
OR91G. 
 
Cultivar OT     
91G05-10-1R 1 A-1 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 A-3 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 A-3 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 B-2 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 B-3 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 B-4 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 C-2 a/b/c/d 
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91G05-10-1R 1 C-3 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 D-2 a/b/c/d 
91G05-10-1R 1 D-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 A-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 A-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 A-4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 B-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 B-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 B-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 B-4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 C-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 C-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 C-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-1R 2 D-4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 A-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 A-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 B-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 C-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 D-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-1R 3 D-4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 A-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 A-4 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 B-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 C-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-02-2R 4 D-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 A-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 B-1 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 B-2 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 B-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 C-3 a/b/c/d 
4911-05-05-4R 5 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07/7-1R 8 D-4 a/b/c/d 
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5402-07-11-1R 11 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-11-1R 11 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-2R 12 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-077-3R 15 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-4R 16 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 B-1 a/b/c/d 
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5402-07-07-4R 17 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-4R 17 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-5R 18 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-5R 18 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-6R 19 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-6R 19 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-6R 19 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5402-07-07-6R 19 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5566-1-1R 20 D-3 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 A-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 A-3 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 A-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 B-2 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 B-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-1R 26 D-3 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 A-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 B-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 B-2 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 C-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-2R 28 D-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 A-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 A-2 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 A-3 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 A-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 B-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 C-2 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 C-4 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 D-1 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 D-2 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 D-3 a/b/c/d 
NY6020-4-10R 29 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-2R 32 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-2R 32 B-2 a/b/c/d 
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5446-1-2R 32 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-2R 32 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-3R 33 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-4R 34 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-4R 34 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-4R 34 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-4R 34 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-5R 35 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-6R 36 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 C-2 a/b/c/d 
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5446-1-7R 37 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-7R 37 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-8R 38 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-8R 38 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-8R 38 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-8R 38 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 B-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 B-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-9R 39 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 A-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 A-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-10R 40 D-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 C-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-11R 41 D-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 A-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 A-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 B-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 B-3 a/b/c/d 
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5446-1-16R 42 B-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 C-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 C-3 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 C-4 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 D-1 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 D-2 a/b/c/d 
5446-1-16R 42 D-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 A-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 B-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 B-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 C-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 C-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 C-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 C-4 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 D-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-1R 44 D-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-7R 48 A-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-7R 48 A-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-7R 48 B-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-7R 48 C-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-10R 49 A-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-10R 49 B-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-10R 49 B-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-10R 49 D-4 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 A-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 C-4 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 D-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-17R 57 D-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-18R 58 B-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-18R 58 C-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-18R 58 D-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-18R 58 D-4 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-19R 59 A-1 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-19R 59 B-2 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-19R 59 C-3 a/b/c/d 
C^U-1-19R 59 D-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 B-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 C-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 D-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-RR 61 D-2 a/b/c/d 
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DJV1-01-RR 61 D-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-1R 62 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-1R 62 A-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-1R 62 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-1R 62 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 B-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 C-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 C-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 D-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 D-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-2R 65 D-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-3R 67 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-3R 67 A-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-3R 67 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-3R 67 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-3R 67 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 A-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 A-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-4R 72 C-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-5   74 A-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-5 74 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-5 74 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-5 74 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-6 77 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-6 77 A-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-6 77 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-6 77 B-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-7R 81 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-7R 81 B-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-7R 81 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-7R 81 C-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-8R 83 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-8R 83 C-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV1-01-8R 83 D-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-84 84 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-84 84 A-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-84 84 C-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-84 84 C-2 a/b/c/d 
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DJV2-02-84 84 C-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-84 84 D-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 C-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 C-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-02-9R 87 C-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-10 88 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-10 88 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-10 88 B-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-10 88 D-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 A-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 B-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 C-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 C-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 C-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-13 93 C-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 B-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 D-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 D-2 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-15 94 D-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-16 95 A-1 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-16 95 A-3 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-16 95 A-4 a/b/c/d 
DJV2-01-16 95 C-3 a/b/c/d 
Hystyle (-) 96 

 
a 

Hystyle (-) 96 
 

b 
Hystyle (oval) 96 

 
a 

Hystyle (oval) 96 
 

b 
!

APPENDIX 2 
DNA Extraction protocol for Phaseolus/J231&,"% 
 
1. Grind 0.05-.1 g leaf tissue in 250 ul CTAB buffer using a pestle in a 1.7 ml microfuge 

tube.  Add 250 ul more of the buffer, vortex briefly and incubate @ 65°C for 1 hour. 
 
2. Add 500 ul chloroform and extract by vigorously shaking tubes for 2 min.  Centrifuge 

tubes for 10 min @ 10,000!g and transfer 300 ul of the upper aqueous layer to a fresh 
tube and precipitate by adding 200 ul (" volume) isopropanol.  Mix by inverting the 
tubes several times and centrifuge for 10 min @ 10,000!g.   

 
3. Pour off the supernatant and remove residual liquid by aspirating or with a pipet.  Add 

400 ul 76% ethanol:10% ammonium acetate solution and centrifuge tubes for 10 min @ 
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10,000!g.  Carefully pour off the supernatant and remove residual liquid by aspirating or 
with a pipet.  Let samples air dry for 10-15 min.  Add 200 #l 1! TE buffer to samples and 
store overnight @ 4°C.   

 
4.  Add 4 #l RNase A (2 mg/ml stock), mix by brief vortexing and incubate 1-2 hours @ 

37°C.  Add 300 #l chloroform and extract by vigorously shaking tubes for 2 min.  
Centrifuge tubes for 10 min @ 10,000!g. 

 
5. Transfer 150 #l of the upper aqueous layer to a new tube (avoid removing any of the 

white interphase layer) and precipitate samples by adding 15 #l (1/10 volume) 3M 
sodium acetate pH5.2 and 300 #l (2 volumes) 95% ethanol.  Mix by inverting tube 
several times.   

 
6. Centrifuge tubes for 10 min @ 10,000!g.  Pour off supernatant and remove residual 

solution by aspirating or with a pipet.  Add 400 #l 70% ethanol, vortex briefly and 
centrifuge 10 min @ 10,000!g.  Pour off supernatant and remove residual liquid.  Let 
samples air dry for 10-15 min.  Add 50 #l 1! TE buffer and allow pellet to dissolve 
overnight @ 4°C.  Check concentration on a spectrophotometer and run a small aliquot 
(~1 ug) of each sample on an agarose gel to test the quality of the DNA. 

 
Notes and Suggestions: 
 
Step 1.   Use 1.7 ml microfuge tubes to collect samples.  The same tubes are then used for  

homogenizing the tissue with a pestle. 
 
Step 2. Be sure to have new tubes labeled and ready before samples are ready to come out 

of the centrifuge tube (the interphase layer is not very stable).  When removing 
the supernatant (upper liquid fraction) draw slowly starting at the surface and 
avoid drawing any of the solid debris near the middle interphase layer.   Once 
isopropanol is added and mixed, the samples can be stored at room temperature 
for as long as necessary for convenience. This is usually a good stopping point if 
there is not enough time to continue. 

  
Step 3. Pellets can be stored indefinitely in the 76% EtOH (at room temp) and 70% (-

20°C) washes, and can be a stopping point for convenience.  When pouring off 
the 76% (or subsequent 70%) EtOH washes, care must be taken that the pellet 
does not pour out with the rest of the liquid, since it may have become loosened in 
the tube at this stage.  

 
 Once in the TE buffer the samples can be stored for several days at 4°C.  This is 

also a good stopping point if time is limited.  The optimum time for this step is 
overnight since the DNA does not easily dissolve due to the presence of 
polysaccharides in the samples.  The samples at this stage should be of sufficient 
quality for some PCR applications, and should have yields of 10-50 micrograms 
of DNA.  There will be considerable amounts of RNA in these samples. 
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Step 5. Same precautions apply as in first chloroform extraction since interphase layer is 
not stable and care needs to be taken to avoid pulling this into the pipet tip.  Once 
precipitated the samples can be stored indefinitely at -20°C.  This is also a good 
stopping point if time is limited.   

 
Step 6. The final samples from this step are suitable for any PCR application and any 

procedures that require restriction or modification enzymes (RFLP's, AFLP's, etc). 
 
General principles of DNA extraction: 
 
Step 1. This step serves to disrupt plant tissue and cell walls, releasing whole plant cells 

and intact organelles into a buffering solution that limits oxidative and enzymatic 
degradation.  Incubation at 65°C in the presence of a detergent (SDS) releases 
DNA, as well as RNA, into solution. 

 
Step 2. Extraction with chloroform inactivates and removes proteins and secondary 

metabolic compounds, while the centrifugation separates these and solid 
components from the aqueous fraction.  Isopropanol is used to precipitate DNA 
(and RNA) as a solid so that it can be separated out by centrifugation.  
Unfortunately, polysaccharide/carbohydrate material will coprecipitate with the 
DNA during this process. 

 
Step 3. Washing with the 76% ethanol:10% ammonium acetate solution helps to remove 

traces of isopropanol, salts and detergents left over from step 2.  
 
Step 4.  The chloroform extraction step will inactivate and remove the RNase and most of 

the degraded RNA from the samples.  Some residual RNA may be seen when 
checking samples on agarose gels but is not enough to affect quality or 
subsequent uses of the samples. 

 
Step 5. 95% ethanol is also used to precipitate DNA.  This usually requires the presence 

of a salt such as sodium or potassium acetate at low pH. 
 
Step 6. The samples are stable when dissolved in TE and can be stored at 4°C for 

prolonged periods (1-2 weeks), but should be stored at -20°C for longer periods.  
Repeated freeze/thawing cycles should be minimized and only necessary for 
preparing PCR templates or removing aliquots, etc.!

!
XH./J2H9OQ 
 
CTAB (hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide) extraction buffer: 
    per 100 ml   per 500 ml 
 2% CTAB  2 g    10 g 
 1.4 M NaCl  8.2 g    41 g 
 0.2 M EDTA 40 ml (0.5M pH 8) 200 ml 
 0.1 M Tris-HCl 10 ml (1.0M pH8) 50 ml 
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 dd H20  40 ml    200 ml 
  
 Add ingredients to water on a hot plate stirrer at low heat (it may take 1-2 hours to 

dissolve and become clear).  Adjust to final volume and store at room temperature. 
Before using add 1 ml mercaptanol per 100 ml extraction buffer, mix, and warm briefly 
in a water bath. 

 
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) 
 
 Can be supplied as a commercial preparation (e.g. Sigma), or made by mixing 24 parts 

chloroform with 1 part isoamyl alcohol.  Should be stored in a dark bottle in the fume 
hood.  Chloroform without isoamyl alcohol can also be used. 

 
76% EtOH; 10mM ammonium acetate 
 Dissolve 0.39 g ammonium acetate in 100 ml ddH2O and add to 400 ml 95% ethanol.  

Store at room temp. 
 
70% EtOH 

 Add 263 ml ddH2O to 737 ml 95% ethanol.  Store at room temp. 
 
1x TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) 

 10 ml Tris-HCl pH 8.0 
 2 ml EDTA pH 8.0 
 988 ml ddH2O 
 Can be stored at 4°C or room temp. 

  
1.0 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 

 Dissolve 121.1 g of Tris base in 800 ml ddH2O, add 42 ml conc. HCl and check pH.  
Make final adjustment to pH and volumize to 1 liter.  Store at 4°C.  

 
0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 

 Add 93 g disodium EDTA to 400 ml ddH2O, stir vigorously on stirrer and add 10 g 
NaOH pellets.  EDTA will not dissolve until the pH approaches 8.0, so additional NaOH 
may be needed for final adjustment.  Volumize to 500 ml and store at 4°C.  

 
RNase:    
 Commercial preparations are diluted to 2 mg/ml working concentration and stored at -

20°C.  It should be noted when purchasing RNase that some of them require heat 
denaturation (boiling ~10 minutes) and slow cooling to room temperature to destroy any 
presence of DNase.  Ones that are DNase free do not require boiling and are more 
convenient to work with. 

 

 

 


